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The economic situation in the Communiiy
in 1966 and the outlook for 196T
M. Robert MARJOLIN, 
"tti-ffi.*t of the EEC Commission,to the European Parliament
(Strasbourg, 2 February 1967)
Introduction
At its session of November 1966, your parliament held an important debaie on
medium-term economic polic-y and monetary and financiat policy:. I think t ,o"y
therefore. confine my remarks today primirily to the economil situation in thl
Communiry as it was in lg66 and io the outiook for 1967. Ir seems oarticularlv
appropriate that on this occasion I should concentrate on short-rerm economit problemi,
as the economic situation is more than usually complex and the forecits mori
uncertain than in previous'years.
1. Developments in the business situation'during 1966
a) Economic. activity
Taking an overall view, 1966 was certainly a satisfactory year for the Communitv
as far.as economic expansion is concerned. 'Gross product'aitually increased by a.5%in real terms, as against 47o in 1965.
This statement needs, however, some degree of qualification when the trend within
the year and the situation of the several-Member'states are taken into consideration.
Economic growth slowed down considerably in the Federal Republic of Germany.
This. was. the most important new fact of ig66. The increasingiy close commercill
relations between Germany and the Benelux countries have meanf ihat the economies
of the latter countries were affected by this developmenr. In Italy and France, on
the other hand, economic expansion continued at a lapid ra[e.
The increase-in the gross national product ar constant prices declined from 4.g%oin 1965 to about lVo in the Federal Republic of Germaiy, from 5.4Vo to 4.5% 'ia
the Netherlands, and from 3.3 t9 37o in Belgium; the grodrh rate remained relativelyIow (under 27o) in the-Grand Duc\l of luxembofig. Substantiar progr.rr *rr,
however, recorded in both France and Italy (about 5.i/o ii 1966, compired with
3.4% in 1965).
\7hat were the reasons for the marked slackening of economic activity in the Federal
Republic of 
- 
Germany, which, as I have iust laid, was partly resfonsible for the
similar trend observed in other Community countries? The'Federal Republic of
Germay had experienced an exceptional economic boom in 1964, which in'1965 led
to serious excess demand. You will no doubt recall that in January 1966 I drewyour attention to the dangers inherent in such a situation, and to the Iilelihood of
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a distinct weakening of investment activity, the first sigos of which were aheady
beginning to be apparent. In the course of the year, this weakening was transformed
into a decline in absolute terms and it naturaily inhibited rnore and more the growth
of other element's of domestic demand, particulirly personal consumption. The 
-impact
of these changed circumstances was, howevet, mitigated by the economic_qPswing
in Italy and France and the healthy state of the world economy, which did much
to stimulate German exports.
In view of the continuing tightness of both manpower and the capital markets during
the first half of L966, 
^s 
welll as the slower advance in productivity and the growing
pressure on profit margins, the slackening of economic growth descrihd above and
ihe tendency of productive investment to sfuink seem to have been wellnigh
inevitable.
Of course, such a situation called for an economic policy designed to combat
inflationary developments, but since such action was mainly taken by using the
iastrumenis of monetary policy, its effects on investment were more 
- 
pronounced
than if the brake had-beln gradually applied through the budgets of the public
authorities.
Io the Netherlands and, to a lesser exteot, in Belgium, economic expa-osion also
slowed down, chiefly during the second half of t966, partly becarrsg of the treod in
these countries' exports to the Federal Republic of GCrmaoy, partly because 
-of the
way their internal-business siruations were developing. Although domestic demaod
coritinued to expand briskly in both countries for-moJt of. 1966, its rate of increase
has for some months been showing signs of weakening, due in particular to the
difficulty of obtaining finance 
- 
this slbws down investment in the Nethedands 
-and to some weakening in the growth of personal incomes in Belgium.
Ia the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, the rather unfavourable state of the iron and
steel market continired to depress Economic activity; progress was suPPorted only
by increases in consumer expenditure and by heavier investment in the public sector.
I need not say much about France aad Itdy, two countries io which the economic
trend in 196(t wrc in many ways similar. Ih bottr countries growth was steady and
swift, benefiting from an-upsuige of direaly productive investment by enterprises
and from a more rapid,increase -in pe.rsonal 
_consumption. . Although the advance in
exports was again considerable, espec-i{y in-Italy,- it nevenheless slowed down during
the year, owing particularly to the effects of the business situation in Germany.
The trend of demand and the level of activiry in building and construction, where
the business situation is often determined by factors other than the geoeral economic
trend, adds a sombre touch to this otherwise favourable picture, although .there was
evidence of a marked improvement in Italy towards the end of the year. I should
also recall the structural difficulties which beset other industries in the Community,
such as coal-mining and iron and steel.
b) The Labour market
The slowing down of economic growth in Germany and Benelux did not lehd
immediately"to a marked easing of"the labour marketi but at the end of 1966 the
strains lessened.
In the Federal Republic of Germany the rise io the unemployment figures (after
adiustment for seasbnal variations) began to be distinctly perceptible in eady aurumn.
In'the last months of 1966 the number of unemployed incleased appreciably; in
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Decemb,er t-h9-ungmplqyed were just over l%o of the labour force, and for the firsrtime since 1959 those in search of work outnumbered the unfilled vacancies. It willbe noted, however, that this figure has not been adiusted foileasonal variations.
Furthe_rmore, in certain. bragches-.of. activity, coal-mining for example, uo"*ployrn.niis undeniably structural. The slacker demand for lab"our on thi irri of'cl.r*,tirms has led to a reduction in the net immigration of foreign workers, which may
have turned into net emigration.
In this context we are faced at Community level with an extremely important problem.I should like to mention it before 
-embaiking on an examinatiori of ',tr. fro6f.-t- oieconomic. policy as a whole. I refer to the-problem of giving *orkers'from oitei
C-ommunity countries treatment that is identicil with the tieatnient qiven to nationaG
when staff has to be dismissed. Besides the fact that such equdi# of tr."t*.ni Iin conformity with the'community spirit, it woulJ ...i;ily ;;-te in the interest
ot the tlrms nor of the economy as a whole to apply discriminatory criteria.
Unemployment has also 
_increased in Belgium and the Netherlands, moderately inthe former counrry and faster in the latter] because of the consid.rrut. .*f""si; ;i
the labour force.
This is also the main reason why- the number of unemployed has not diminished
much_ in 
-France, or has even tended at times to increaie,'despite the appreciablegrowth.of production and also, more recenrly, of employment. Iir Italy, or'trra oirr.i
hand, the 
_number of unemployed has, after u petiod'of hesitation 'io ,^rfy ii6i,
Fgs.on ,9 decrease, though the 
-employment 
rate in rhis counrry conrinues to be-the
highest in the Cornmunity because of structural unemployment.
c) Balance of payments
The way the balance of payments developed in 1966 was on the whole satisfactory.
Because of the growth of exports from tle Federal Republic of Germany and sonie
slackening ot. its imports 
- 
at times there was an actua[ fall 
- 
that couniry's current
accouot has improved very. distinctly. 
_ 
For the most part the improvement coocerns
intra-Community trade and corresponds to morementj in the opposite direction in
the current accounts of the other member countries. The current itcoont deteriorated
slightly in Iraly, fairly.appreciably in rrance and Belgium, and sharply in the Neiher-
lands, where the deficit was the heaviest since i950.-
Intra-community trade, which expanded a little less fast rhan in 1965 (12% in valueis 1966 as 
.against t3.5% in 1965), played none the less an imporiant role as afactor contributing. to growth and- eqfilibrium ar Community level. The dynamic
trend of demand from France and Iidy sup,ported-economii activity in the other
c-oTmunity 
.countries, .particulady in the re&ral Republic of Germany, while the
slackening of imports into Germany helped to alleviat'e the strains in oiher member
countfles.
In the' relations of the. communiry as a whole with the outside world, the improve-
menr in the balance of current payments has been of the order of $r0O million.
pqspite the larger- surplus on current account, the flow of liquidiry into the Communitydid not assume the excessive proportions which were often attiined in the last fe*
years and constituted a factoi of inflation.
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Thanks mainly to the voluntary limitation on exports of capital iro. th. United
States, and betause also of the iestrictions in force in the Unlted Kingdom and the
raisin! of interest rates outside the Community, the Community's imports of private
capital have been very limited.
d) Prices and costs
Anyone who, in the light of the economic conditions I have iust describei, *19
expecting the upward ,iovement of prices to have slackened distinctly in 1966 will
certainly be disappointed.
The percentage increases in 1965 and 1966 in consumer pr,'ce-indices,-according to
the nitional iccounts, are as follows'- the figures lor 1966 being, of coutse, still
provisional:
1965 1966
f.a.rd Republic of Germany ; 4
France 2.6 3
Italy 3.8 2.5
Netherlands 3.8 6
4.5 4.5Belgium
' Luxembourg 
.4 3.,
Community 3.3 3.5
There has, of course, been some slackening in the upward movement of prices since
the middle of the year in Germany, Belgium and the Nethedands,- but this movement
is not as significint as might be wished. Various climatic factors, which were
responsible for a sharp increise in the prices of certain food products in the spring,
ceased to play a role it the end of the summer, and this caused a sharp drop in the
price of these products and sometimes a slight reduction in the overall cost-of-living
index.
But the prices of services and products orher than foodstuffs continued to rise at a
fast pace-a,s a result of rising pioduction costs. This is a phenomenon we had seen
in Itily and France in 1965, and I drew your attention to it 
_last year. Even when
the ecbnomy of a country is moving towards overall equilibrium, the growth of
production iosts does nor come to a sudden halt. The time during which increases
in costs continue to be passed on in prices will be sometimes longer, sometimes shorter.
In Italy the siruation proved to be distinctly more favourable than in most rnember
countries. Despite i remarkable upsurge of economic activiry, consumer prices
increased very liltle. In France a similar iesult was achieved during part of the year,
but recently slight price strains seem to have appeared again.
By and large, therefole, the price trend did not show a distinct improvement in 1966.
Is' the outtok for the neai future any better? I shall endeav'our to answer this
question after outlining the prospects for economic expansion in 1967.
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2. The outlook for L967
Economic expansion
As I mentioned at the beginnin.q of 
- 
my report, the economic outlook for 1967 ismore uncertain than usual. -The ',,rorld elonoini. rlrurtionliiU-*.-rt" be favourable
lr::-:1: ,1-!T. period of lively.expansio.n, it would ,* L; ;;;irg if til;;;;a certatn Ioss of momentum. This could develop into a definite sli'ckening if the
:9uir:, of cerrain political rrends were to change'rrjJ*ry. - B;;-;. have no. reasonto rnclude in our calculations any such slackenhg in. the'near furure; ,, rong' u, iir.United States and, of course,,the Communiry.malntain , ,*ong ;.;"d i;;il;";;the Communiry's exports to other countries courd rir" ;; 
"L";;rri. JJi. ,.r. as in 1966.It is.a facr rhat a pronounced slackening in one of rhe maior counrries of rhe com-
munrry calls for a cerrarn amounr of caution. In 1967, the'economic situation of rheCommunity will be dominared by how the businesi ri;r;i;;;h-#, i, c.i-r"y-.ra,
according to the results of the most recent inquiri.r .oni.inirrgli. inu.rr-.nt inten-
::11-:l i1119..*9"*,and the presenr state. of.order looks 
"mo;g fir*, ;;;?;.;;;;g:lfl:,l q^T-qrj ,l :: :\ir that rhe, gross fixed asset formation if ce.-an enterprise!snourd conrrnue to iarl at least during part.of the year, although it cannor yit bepredicted when this downward *oue-Eni will stof. / --'-' ------D..
s.imilarly, residential- building and public works are likely to be fairly depressed, andthis will affecr the level o^fimploy-menr. Increases in 
"ltrrt ;;;; *in i.obubiv [.more moderare than in L966 a-nd-personal expenditure o" .oni[-pii;; [";h#f*;likely to grow more slowly.
Now that I lra.ve given .you all the unfavourable factors, I must say thar we do not
Tt]*: any vicious spiral is rbglj rg impair.the Federal ilepublic's i.ono*y. Indeed,our vlew ls..that the present difficulties will lasr for a relaiively short timl and thai
recovery will commence before rhe end of 1967 thanks to .*porti 
"nd inu.rr-.ni lnrationalization.
In the Netherlands, a 9!9,1., slackening in the trend of gross fixed asset forrnation
lnay be anticipated in t967, and the adiance over 1966 *?iiL ;ii;ht. The decisivetacors will be the narrowness of the capital markets and, in housiis and the oublic
sector,.the.impacr..of the restrictive policy being.pursued by ttre p"ruti. ;ihi.iri;r.lnrs srtuatlon wrll exercise a moderating influence on thi rrend- of employment,incomes and personal consumption. o
In Belgium, forecasts of 
.rhe developmenr of fixed investmenr still appear to be
P.:::lt: 
-Thg Beneral 
'economic 6udook, financing iifiilii.r--;rd-if,;-pr;;;;
olt. Pr9rtj margrns are doubtless tending to depress rhe level of investmeni in the
olcler rndustrles, but the, imP-lementation of investment schemes by foreign enterprisesthat have. recently settled in-Belgium does much to compensare thii movement. More-
ovet, to, judge trom the increasing numbers of building permits issued and contracts
stgned, both residential construction and investmenr bf the public aurhoriries should
show a perceptible rise in 1967 
- 
which they did not'show in 1966,.
But because of a smaller increase. in 
.personal consumer spending, due in parr todevelopments in. the employmenr,situari'on 
-but primarily to-it.-iroii.. pace at'which
ryages.and certain-other foims of income have^been rising, oveiall doriestic dem"nj
oPtlmrstlc.
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The reverse development may occur in the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. After two
vears of decline. gross fixed asset formation in this country may level ot and Personar
lonsumption cont-inue to increase, aithough at a rather slow rate'
There can be no doubt regarding the prospect of a fairly.PefcePtible growth f.ii.m*rii d.*rnd in France "and Iialy; in the latter country the paCe of growth will
probably be higlier than in 1966.
In Fraoce and Italy, gross fixed asset forrnation will expand at least as rapidty a1
in 1966, as far as inlustrial building and plant and machinery ale coocerned, aod
more rapidly than before in the housing sector.
Personal incomes will also increase mofe matkedly than h 1966, especially in Italy'
The level of employment should rise more quickly 
.than .ic did..last y€ar. and wage
increases could bicohe more pronouoced, esPecially in Italy, wt{le. in both couotrres
;il;;;,il;i,;;;i; incomds and orhei n6n-waie iocombs will te more sustained.
PersSnd consumer spending will therefore rise at an appreciably faster pace.
Given rhese condirions, we can anricipare rhat the gross-.c.ommuniry-product-will
increase again io 1967 by abr,w 4%o in real. tetms, or slightly les than 10 ryoo'
il;ilb;ilun F.dltui fipublic the gross oatioml product -at ionstant prices should
rise abour 2S/o, agaiost i%o in t966. In the.Netherlands,the growth rate shouldi-ry", iip"t.a fii,n +.5f0 i" pee. In Belgi"m.aad the Graod Dychl of Luxem-
bor;;,'the iacrease in the oarional product should be approximately the szune as
Gfoi., at around 37o ia Belgium asd-ZVo in Luxembourg.
In France expansion should continue to be just as rapid as in 1966 ().5/o) and in
iiayTit"rtd be so-e*hat more tapid (6/o iompared with 5'57o in 1966)'
In all of rhese assumptions, however, there remains ao element of uncertainry.. I caonot
rule out the possibiliry thar in some countries expansioo may flun out to be weaker
;il;;;;il;;;a1-airi""dt foi my parr I conside. suth a developrnent improbable.
The labour market
The numbers employed in industry and_ agriculture will no doubt dectease in the
G;r-r; F.ieral fi.epublic and the'Benelufcou-ntries but, owing to the increase of
.rorlou1a.n, that is'expected in the services industries, a reduction in total 1r'm!rs15
"-'.,i.ir.a seems unlike'ly in rhe Benelux countries, while 
the decrease in Ger!"aay,
*iti 
"i"in be slieht. In France and Italy, on 
the other hand, the numlers employed
;ill il;;. pe"rceptibly, except in agriculture, and there should be a drop in
unemployment.
Extdrnal payments
Although the growth rate of exports from the Communiry is likely to slacken in 1967,
;h; p;6 .t wf,ich imports exp*d will probably show no gteat change compared with
the previous year.
In these circumstances, the balance on curient account would at best show a further
iiiet t improvement in 1967. Although fo-recasts of private 9"Efl movemeots afe
;ffi;yr ;.'t problematicai, the present"trend of interest rates inside and ouride the
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[i[fJl'li;:ff [i:dil.'tr,f x,$:1i,:.,.,#-:i1"yTi.f,^,Jt:;:0. jliiry.;,:1the year, the net inflow of privare caiital wiil'ltill b; ily -lirrir;.
It is by ao 
.meatrs imposible that interest rares starr easing in 1967, especially inthose countries whereit.y.tl4 increased.onria.r.rty ;ji9?i: tri.'riri-rii"l ,?this tendency were already'visible during the last q;;;";';ii;i6.
The rise inrerest rates which, in certain comm-unity counrries, begao in the firstmonths of 
.196), was one of-the characteristic t.rr,ir.i-i"--iir.'a-.r;ronr"..i-"r-rt.
9:iT"y,y'r, econorny d.uring 1966. This movemenr, rhar stemmed from the dis-equrhbrirrm betweeo yvingg and 
-investment which, despite the considerabG i;;r.;Lp.f:4-:i:,-p $j;ctgl th,e dwindlins "-;;o;;a;;;l;;U ,;-. ilbti.;",n.;t,t.;ano Dy enrerpflses sutfefrog trgrn the pressure on their prdfit marsins. w^. ,.*p:1y1...d in the German-redeial 
. 
nepirblic 
. 
and rhe- Nerh'J;;i;- I"n?di.ilr, ;irm-portanr parr w,rs played..by the.fact that, in these countries, reliance ** ptra.amalily. uPon monetary policy, while the way the public authorities financed' theirexpenditure continued -ro-have'an expaosionary effectl ----
Tf1.mon5r, and.capital markers of the-other member countries did not remain
fg.r^.:.-d,ll-:!j:, development, parricularly because of the increasingiy-.1;r;-fi"ir;Detw€en the caPltal markets.. In France, long-term and short-term interest rates were
Flilf i.x.ffi',,f','.':JJr'[;:iriil'ilt: ,itr"T]i"'fftJ::,$:l-j:;:;i1?;:*,i:j
:Ii:.:-gg-lle,high level maintained in the unired Kingdom crearly iontrib;J';;thts tendency, in particular via the Euro-dollar market.
There are several reasons. fo1 h9p1ng for-some easing of rates in the German FederalRepublic and the Netherlands,aririn"g 1967: the *."fn.*;; ;;a;;irg;ai;;;il;demand; the inflow of.liquid asseis from abroad e;;-;;;i;;, on Germanv,s
current,account; the reduction of the drain on liquidiry in th'e Netherlandi-.;r'.j
Dy the clettctt on current Payments; and the more fleiible ipplication of those *orr.r"*poli.cies. which are mosi rlstrictive, provided tn. fi"g*1l;;;'r;;il; ;:]ii;iiequilibrium renders grearer flexibility possible.
An easing. in this field could have beneficial effecrs on the capital markets of the
other member countries and would make it possible for interesr r",'esi" the Communitvro corne down to a level that would contribute to rte ."f"nsi";;i-l;vg-;;'.;;'bi
enterprises.
i,::{Li1!,i!:,.llhi'Hi:',a'[:T':J':'i#'.'1,:]i#r.*"T.,#,i:]_'1,,:cbmmunity and so to reduce the surplus on the ove"rall b^alance of payments.
Trend of prices and costs
Although in 196.7 the-economies of those countries where during part of 1966 there
was still excess demand will move towards overal equilibrirrm, 
"n?'"trtorgt-i" fi^..aad Italy the right economic policy. could mean thatihis b"fi.; ;o;iJ #;;iliil;
:1.;:.:1"^:jr"111r.1{,p e.rd+ for satisfaction abour. trre tikefi-tiend ;?;ilano unlt costs. Accordlo$ to 
_our torecasts, based on the shorr-term economic o6lici.,
ar. presenr being 
.pursued aod on the assumptions I have ;*i alriiiu.a ';"';;;;prices look likeliSing hardly less rapidly thari in 1966.- - '-r -vv
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!7hile in Germay, the Netherlands and Belgium some slackeoing. can !q expected
in the upward movement of prices, the rise in Frahce could be slightly higher than
it was iri t966. For the Community as a whole the increase in coruumer- prices (as
defined for the national accounts) will probably reach an averu1e of 370 in 1967 as
asainsr 3.5%o in 1966. Part of this inciease will of course have no direct connection
#ith the concurrenr development of the economic situation and may even be a rather
belated consequence of previous inflationary develo_pments. 
.In .some countries, partic'
ularly rhe Girman Federal Republic and the Netherlands, indirect taxes will be
incrJased in order to reduce the deficit in the public finances, and the higher rates
wilt be passed on at Ieast in part to consumer prices. I.do wish. to point oqg. qhat,
alrhough at first sighr this policy appears to be open to obiection because it will lead
ro hieier prices, ii is iustified'and- far preferab-1e to a folicy of reraining budget
deficfrs which could have inflationary effetts. The same ii true of the rates charged
for cerrain public utiliries; rhese wili be increased to offset the rise in costs, so that
no extra buiden shali fall on rhe budget.
As we have seen in rhe lasr few years, even a less favourable business situation does
nor prevenr managements from passing on in their prices the heavy increases in
production costs that have occurred in previous years.
Even in counrries where business activity has slowed down, there is a risk of costs
per unit of output increasing further in 1967.
3. The problems of economic PolicY
Price and cost increases therefore remain a source of concern. Nevertheless we shall
conrinue our endeavours ro ensure satisfactory economic growth in all member countries
and to maintain employment at a high levei; in view- oT the growing interdependence
berween the various-economies, this g:ives rise to problems that are becoming more and
more intricate.
If satisfactory growth is ro be ensured it will, I believe,_be necessary to re-establish
as soon as ioiibte condirions which favour the expansion of investment in those
countries wh'ere at presenr the weakness of investment-is acting as a brake on economic
activity and prejudicing the possibilities o{ expansion in the- future. This must,
however, be done without again compromising the tendency for pressures to ease
and for the economic situation to reach equilibrium.
But let us firsr have a look ar France and Italy, countries where the achievement of
balanced expansion does not face so many diffitulties. Provided there are no unfore-
seen,- and unlikely 
- 
developments,-it-seems safe to say that in these two countries
rapid economic growth is assuied, and the outlook for investment by enterprises is
goioa. Those re-sponsible for shorr-term economic policy should. therefore aim at
feeping the expan^sion of overall demand within the limits compatible with the estab-
lishment and maintenance of economic equilibrium.
The slowdown of economic activity in Germany, and in the Benelux countries is
already exerring a restrictive effecr 
-on 
French arid Itdian exports, but its influence
shoutd certainfi nor be exaggerated. If it were to become considerably stronger,
domestic demand could expand more without uPsefting overall equilibrium.
Bur as I have already said, we can dismiss the idea of a recession in the countries which
are France's and Italy's trading Partners.
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That being p, ghe ex.pansion of domestic demand should be contained wirhin thelimits beyond which tliere wourd be .*..ri o".rru-d;;;e, lu.ir"rr"io on productioncapacities and distinct pressure on the labour markerr-- --'
The meaures both countties should take to this end obviously differ with bconomicsiruations, the.prospects, and the ,rrr.rur. 
"i"ril;.;;;;;i;{.'iil g#rJiil.^i;none the less the same, that is, they must pursue a cautious ,oon.i.rv 
"oatu;j.6,;;id;
. 
as recommended by the council at its mteting o" zo o...*t r-il, y.rr.
11,9-t:T1n, and in the Benelux countries it is more difficult to stabilize prices andunrt costs, so economic policy ivill have to be much more nicely iiir.a i" a."[f"p-.ro
In this resDect there is no doubt that, particularly in these four countries, the numerousand contiiuous conracts berween goi..orn.r,,r' ,na bo,t 
-rid.i? 
ioaorrry for thepurpose of studving the trend of "economL r.l,rit ;;e',il';d,i;;-"ri#;i;of income should develop. are essential if stabiliry,'g.o*rh--"il-'rh. ,o",o,.r.nce otemployment at a high levil are to be achieved, 1t is iideed traiJo see how conrinuedprice increases and -higher unemproym"ni 
.ouia L..""ria.J ifi;r;; per unit of outputcontinued to rise aop1eciably.. ir tr.s become i"airp."*ur.- ;;; ; br"k;- il;e"b.applied to the upwirf i*.i-'.lr pioJ,i,iln ".or".
The overall trend of the economy and the outlook for the rabour markers have[:[ff o,il','l["i::,'k',fxrH::..#i.*.'rffi 
f;-,1_rX+,,rT{8i.,IIdemani mean't that tt" tigt.r-lost, i;uiJ-present economic conditionsoffer reasons to hope rhat t[re rg.i.;.",r reached betweenthe parties coacerned will be resfected by both sides.
ir. T.lL*isT,f;*'frffi L,Hfi ":["TjLT;t T,T,,i:Te nts are nor so uni rorm, as
In both these fields the Netherlands should still act wirh extreme caution in view ofthe considerable economic disequilibrium experienceJ i; ir?Z;;en there wzrs norooly heavy Pressute of p.rices birt also a {istlnct a.t..ilirtioo-in";ir. current balanceot.paymeots. T7e therefore cannot but ipprove *,e effoits beios *rd. ;, ;;;i;strictly.the oet. stimulus provided by the b^,,'itg.t of.i";i;;;';ffi;"public authorities.In particular, the second-cut in income to iino#i;l;-;;e.';; r luty L967, andis not effective from 1. January. as originally int-ended. - sili;dy; 
.the geterar 20/s. increase in rurnover tax his been broushiforward fromi 1""*ryl'dOs tot 1 July 1967.I also thiok that it has been a wise"move to arrange that th'ese- decisioos could beamended should the economic situarjon develop- te& rr"*r"'ury ;r. i-", E;;expected. In a couotry where the growth of 'rhe po;;i"-,io"" i".r* a considerableaddition to the labour lorce every yei'r,. too disrinct i riu.t.nine'li-..ono*ic activiwwould produce a much mo.e appi.ciriUte riie i; *.-l;;.|';? ;il;ilil:#..i,;'I
elsewhere in the Commuaity.
If the Government effectively applied a fr$s9t poliry such-as I have just outlined,it would be oossibre to alrochte-more public"furia, i6 ,r,."ri**i"g ;f ;";;;;;;bv locar authbrities. I. ;e;il";;-;i'ti;;ii.y p;;;J ;;;.:.;;i.L li wourd relativelysoon be oossible to relax the reitrictions'on 
-o1n.tary policy-in'i'*^y which couldbe of heli, to investmen, Uy .",..pii;;;.- -"
!if:,.,"^*lqir11,-qti:::,1-r..,rrill rising and the current balance of paymenrs is inqerlclt, a less strlct aPPllcatlon of 
.the measures of short-term econ-oriic policy isundesirable,'despite th6-relative weakness of .cono-i.-".iiri"y^Tn1i,r, counrry.
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The Government's budget operations, which in 1967 will again close with an
"rrr*irUr" i.fi.;t rtut-?i lia6le to increase 
further if the growih of reveoue from
;ii;;l;"i;;.;;ti;ii;;eJ by tte economic trend, are provitins considerable stimuli
to the economy.
The narrowness of the capital markets, which is in part attributable to heavy borrowing
U"it"-rrUfii auttoriti.sl ir tu-p.ring expansion'of investment by enterprises, and
aiy increase in .the budget deficii would only make matters worse.
Ir therefore seerns ro. be important th,at the-Government should keep,strictly to its
int.ntionofbalancinstheso^.calledordinarybudget.Tojudgebythelatestforecasts
;'il;-rdirr;; 6rJn., For 1967 can be .*p.cted, inlthe lighr of -recent trends in revenue
,.i i.i.i,,{iirr.,"r; ;ffi *i,t 
" 
defic'ir of 7000 to-8000 million Belgian Jry1
with eioenditure increasine by 1 000 to 2 000 million ovet and above the bt'dget
;;r-r." 
-'Ar-itir 
"aJt.rt"*"i b.ing prepared,-the 
Belgian Government was making
preDararions to ,rb-ii-io iuiti^*.f,r'u irt".r'for putti-ng the budget on a.sounder
t;i":^-i;;ria .u* u. *ell if the braki were ap_iptied -to the expansion of current
"*."ai,rr.-a.,d suffiJen, p"Uti. funds were t"rEd 
fot at least lqt of the public
i#.r,;il; to be paid oot 6f thit saving; ia 1967 the execution of these investments
;ffi'^il'i;*air'J-* the Iimited aiailability of finance on the capital market'
unless,. again, budget policy is sufficiently 
-restrictive chere can be no easing of credit
restflcttons; ln vlew, ho*tu.t, of the ielatively wdak investment trend in certain
sectors theie restrictions ought to be relaxed.
Lastlv. I think I can safely say that particularly in Belgium the return to a- more lively
ffi--';oig--;il t.ii lut"nl.a '.*prniion would be ealier if there were, between the
'two sides of industry and berween them and the Government,- mote concrete agrcement
or-, rir. in incomei rhai would be better geared to the possible growth of production'
In Luxembourg, action by the public authorities to offset the effects of the less
i.voriable ,r.i'i in the iteel inldustry, which are acting as 
-a drug on -the whole
.io"or.ry, has only a very limited chance of success in view of the open character ot
the ecoriomv. Tht wav personal consumption is expanding is undoubtedly an important
elemenr in'economic grbwth, but it shbuld n9t be forgotten.that it,is accompanted
bv a distinct increase Tn cottt, which in the long term would impede the industrial
iir*rifi.^il"r inrt ir intendid to make Luxeilbourg's economy. less sensitive to
.i"""^i. fluctuations. In this context, the tendency foi budget deficits to ris-e, which
ir' i. ^o.ri.J.iln olrrr.t. to the financing of investmentl, constitutes .a distincdy
;;i;;"';trbi;i;.;;; itrat strould be eliminate"d or at least mitigated in 1967 '
I now come to Germany, where the pursuit of an appropriate budget and monetary
policy raises the largest number of problems.
The prospects of budget policy are as follows. I
In the autumtof 1966, it was hardly possible io consider the possibility of the d5ficjt
on the 1967 budgets of the publii authorities being any lower ,than the Plobab.le;;il;; i6i pZe,?eqpite the f^act that the Federal Go-vernment had just taken certain
*.^ur.r. mainly't"* i,e"ur.s, in order to reduct it. Since then it has become aPPalent
,t., on u..orni of the slowdown of economic growth the expansion of revenue from
i*.,i"r t^ f"U.n off considerably; it must bJassumed that this trend will continue
in, 1967.
The conclusions ro be drawn from this situation and from the outlook for 1967,
that I have described above, appear, to us to be the following. The-re are.at Present
,ro n.ounds for takine action wir'ich would stimulate the expansion of demand generally,
as tlis mighr interfeie with the stabilization of prices and unit costs. On the contraty,
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the aggregate deficit of the public authori,i.5 6',ght, unless economic activity takesa serious turn for the worse, to be reduced appreciably
If, on the other hand, the slowdown of activity were to become such that a serious
legree.of .unemploymint might.*o. 
- 
rna.'r,ir l;-r";;h;-;lt trre moment 
-
tt would be necessary to take appropriate measures to increase public and lrivaternvestment.
9n ?0 lanuary the German Governmenr placed before the Bundesrag a programme
.for the reform of the Federal budget. If rhe p.%;;il;- *t[n yet has to beadopted,br ,t. BH4.rllg 
- 
is ci'rried througir, fi. d.ii.it i";;'b'.4;;-*iil ;;
reduced. by some DM 3 700 million. This amount represents the deficit "expected il
no special measures are introduced and if the 
_gross naiional f.oju.i at curre'nt prices
iT..::q: by some 5v.o. The reduction will b"e achievei bi r.t"*i;g tr,. gro*ih oi
::::d]:yl.-.;_especialty.public expenditure on consumption and tra"nsfers : ;re iifaster collection of certain types of tax revenue, particilarly of the flrrnover rax.
At the same time the Government officially informed the 
_Bundestag that it was
::L1,,i:_g_ I 'contingency !y!S9t]'^^wrrich. i,outd 
"U"* "ia[io"J .ip.rJit*. *Publlc 
-lnvestment of up qo DM_ 2 500 million if the economic situatiori deteriorated_
lfr:jf 
-!is.,:ll -!*p..750.million) would be commirted i*r".airi.iy ;f* ;;ililot the. contingency budge-t by the Bundestag. In addition, the Government aireedto an immediate increase in depreciation alloilances for investmen,i.fi..ilJ--iyA;
prises in the course of L967.
Any additional deficit in.the.Federal budget caused by rhe fact that the growrh of
revenue has slackened.more than expected,-would be tolerared and financed'ty ;h;;term borrowing.
ll iI!), these provisions are in line with the Council recommbndation of 29 Decem-ber 1960. Ihey call lor-a change in the pattern of expenditure under which invest-
ment.expenditure would benefitlnC the deficit would be reduced. The Bundesbankhas already.taken the first steps to ease monetary restraints; furrher steps could betaken in this direction withoui upsetring the tendlncy fo. p.ic., to-.r"uir1r.. --'- --
This brings me to 
-the end of my. remarks on the problems of economic policy in the
various countries of the Community.
But before concluding I 
-wanr t_o sqy a few words on the importance that should beattached to the torecasts for 1967 from a medium-term point bf view.
For the. period from L966 to 1970, the forecasrs which served as a basis for thep'eparation of the first Programme 
-of rnedium-rerm policy zlssume 
" 
gro*,t, oiior""4.5%.in real g.ross Com-muniry product; rhe figures 
'ho*ing *t.i t.p].n.d i; i9Aa,and the outlook for t967, do nor depart to aily appreciabi6 extent fr6m tnis oueidipicture.
The guid-elines for short-term economic policy h 1967, which I have just outlined,
T., bI the way, based on those which ihe Council, u.iing on 
" 
f.opo'of f;; th;Commission, recommended on 20 December last y-ear. In riy viewit.y 
".. 
just what
1 nlded if the proposed targer is ro be. reached and greaier harmoriy ;f ;;";i;development ensured in the various member countries. -
Bas-ically,. the task fo ,i^T*:^it im-posible for.the.slackening of economic activity
registered in Germany rand to a leiser extent in the Benelui counrnes to ulssume
excessive proportions, and to make sure that a more liv-ely expansion can alain set in
without undue delay-. It goes without saying that effoits slrould at the iame timebe made to consolidate the upswing of rhe economy in France and Italy. 
- 
$7hen
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!. B ritain's ent ry inro E EC
Srarements by the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom
A,s a general revigw of the statements madrby-Mr Harold Wilson on rhe various aspecrs
of the possible entry of Britain into the EE'C, we give below, in chronological oirder,
extracts from statements and ypeeches mad-e 
.by Mr \Tilson on this subject ind replieigiven by him in rhe course of-Commons debites.
The next issue of this Bulletin will contain the most significanr replies given byMr 'Wilson at Press conferences held during his visits t6 the capit'als of, the sii
member countries. The time-table of theselisits, some of which'have still to be
made at the time of writing, is as follows: 
,19-17 January, Rome; 24-25 January, parl;3l_lanyary-l February, Biussels; 14-15 February, Borin; 27 february, Tt.'it.gu.i8 March, Luxembourg.
Extracts from Mr rJTilson's statemenr to the House of Commons on 10 Novem-ber 1966
I...I
In recent weeks the Government have conducted a deep and searching review of
the_whole problem of Britain's relations with the EEC^including our"membership
of EFTA and the Commonwealth. Every aspect of rlre Treaty 6f Rome itself, oi
decisions.taken subsequent to its signature and all the implicatiirns and.o*.qu.ir..t
which might be expected to flow from British entry, hav'e been examined in'depth.
In the light.of this.review the Government have decided thar a new highJevel approach
must now be made to see whether rhe conditions exist : e1 i6 "not exist'l- forfruitful negotiations, and the basis on which such negotiations could take place.
It is vital that we maintain the closest relations with our EFTA colleagues. Her
Maiesty's Government therefore now propose ro invite the Heads of GovErnment of
the EFTA countries to attend a conTere-nce in London in the next few weeks to
discuss the problenls involved in moves by EFTA countries ro join the EEC.
Following 
.that confere-nce my.right hon. Friend the Foreign Secretary and I intendto engaSe in a series of discussions with each of the Heads 6f Governmeot of the Six,for the PurPose of establishing whether it appears likely that essential British and
Commonwealth interests cgul{. be safeguarded-iI Britain were to accept the Treary of
Rome and join EEC. In the light of these discussions the Governmerit will rhen iakeits decision whether or not to activate the arrangements for negotiating for entry,
and what the appro-priate time foi such negotiitions would b"e. Coirmonwealth
Governments, as well as EFTA Governmenti have been informed and we shall
maintain the dosest degree of consultation with them throughout.
The. 
.$9u1e will agree .th_at 
- 
provided the right conditions for negotiations are
established 
- 
it is-vital that we-should enter orily when we have secu"red a healthy
lfoloTy and.a strong balance of payments, with t6e pound standing no less firm anf,hrgh than rt rs toclay.
I want the House, the country, and our friends abroad to know that the Govern-
ment ate approaching the discussions I have foreshadowed with the clear intention
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and determination to enter EEC if, as we hope, our essential British and Common-
wealth interests can be safeguarded. I7e mean business.
I...l
Replies by Mr Wilson to questions 
"rk"d'follo*ing his statement on 10 Novem-ber 1966
The Treaty of Rome
'tJ7'e all recognize the importance of the attitude of the Government to the Treary
of Rome itself. The Government take the view that, while there are anxieties on
the point, the Treaty of Rome is not in itself necessarily ao impediment. There are
anxieties, as I have said, but the Treaty need not be an obstacle if our problems can
be dealt with satisfactorily, whether through adaptations of the 
-arrangements madeunder the Treary or in any other acceptable manner.
Perhaps I might summarize this important point by saying that the Government would
be prepared to accept the Treaty of Rome, subiect to the necessary adjustments
.oniq,i.rt upon the 'accession of a'new membei ant provided that we r6ceiv6 satisfac-
tion on the points about which we see difficulty.
Matters not covered ,by the 
.Treaty
I -do not think that we have ever contemplated, and I do not think, although we
never got a very clear answer on this, that the previous Government ever contemplated
that'their discussions about EEC meant a Eurbpean Parliament or a supraoational
authority dealing with matters of politics, foreign affairs or defence. This is not
what we are talking about and there is no provision for any of these things in the
Treaty of Rome. [...]
The Norrh Atlantic Treary Organization is the right place for talking about defence.
There is nothing in the Treaty of Rome about defence, and I hope thdt hon. Gentlemen
opposite do not want us to make it more difficult by seeking to write a large defence
section into the Treaty of Rome.
AClicultural policy
I have never sought to disguise our anxiety about agricultural poliry and I do not
see why I should today. The agricultural problem with the EEC arises from
two factors. First, the effect on British agriculture though many experts consider
that British agriculture will be very prosperous under these conditions 
- 
sections of
it at any rate, other sections would not. We might be prosperous producing the
wrong things, too much starch and not enough protein, but there is a lot of argument
abour that. I think that the problem of excess production of cereals in this country,
and beef, has been accepted as one of the implications of the present price level 
-and 'I emphasize the present price level 
- 
of the Common Market, because this
price levef may not continue in-that form.
The other anxiety about agricuhuls 
-'and this has been the position all along -is the serious effect not even primarily on the cost of living or on the balance of
payments, but on the fact that these high levies would be placed on the importation
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of every ton of Canadian or Australian wheat into this country and we should be
paying higher world prices in those circurgstances.
I think that we fully discussed the special problem of N.* Tralaod when we last
debated these things. It was recognized by everyone in the House. That is a very
obvious one, but other anxieties have risen since then about these levies, and this
is a big problem about agriculture. I am not sure that I would carry'things further
by expatiating at further length on it.
Extracts from Mr rVilson's speech (speaking after Mr Mdudling) in the Commons
Debate on 17 November 1966
The Treaty of Rome
Let us take, therefore, another important question 
- 
that of the Treaty of Rome which,
as the right hon. Gentleman the Leadei of the Opposition emphasized, and as we
equally made 
.clear last week, is absolutely fundamental to any negotiations we may
be undertaking if the preliminary exchanges during the next two or three months
suggest that the terms are right.
There may well be in the Treaty 
- 
indeed, I think that there are 
- 
a number of
provisioni which, on strict legal'intErpretation, would, as many right hon. and hon.
Members feel, cause problems Tor Brita-in iust as they must cause problems for existing
members of the Community.
I
This, I think, in a Sense, is one of the changes that has taken place. In judging a
wriden constitution, it is more important to examine the way in which it works and
operates when it becomes a.living constitution 
- 
ss sx2rnine the practices which
h^ave grown up under it and the iranner in which those who have to operate it do
operate tt, to examlne the common law, as it were, rather than the Statute law 
-rhrn to bi obsessed by perhaps literal interpretations of the original constitution and
its wording.
As far as the Treaty of Rome is concerned, it is'a question of coniention and the
way in which it hai worked or looks like working, and this is of 
.great importancefoi us. Four years ago, we had much less experience of these-things-.and perhaps
we could not I certlinly not all of us 
- 
have foreseen that it would develop in
this way.
Then again of importance 
- 
and the right hon. Gentleman the Leader of the
Opposit-ion quite fiirly referred to this 
-1here was the Luxembourg compromise,
*hich was rdached eaily this year. That is highly relevant to any assessment of how
the constitution really works iather than, as I -have said, basing oneself on the literal
interpretation of thti wording. The Luxembourg comPromiie is not Part 
_of the
Treaiy, but it is of the greatelt importance to anyone who seeks to examine the way
in *tiicfr the Communiti, with ot iithout Britain, is .likely to oPerate in future.
Voting provisions
Then again, some of us expressed. anxieties 
. 
I d4.mySelf 
- 
in the closing. weeks
of the Earlier negotiations on voting provisions. This was a matter on which I do
not think the right hon. Gentleman- ti.,e Leader of the. Opposition had reached final
A;;;;;. 
-'it-So.ti.J-rnl;t;i ;; b.irur., on a strict r^eading of the Treat4 the
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relevant clauses could be very difficult for Britain or any other member of the Com.
muniry even wher-e vital oational interests.were concernid. Here again, it is relevanr
to take account of the Luxembourg compromise.
'World monetary affairs
The right hon. 
_G-entleman the Leader of the oppositign referred to the mooey rhar
we owe to the IMF. The answer to all this is part of the wider problem whiih we
all recognize,. !hat, .ap -I said a week ago, our ddcision about timing musr depend onthe 
.speed with vhich we can develop a srrong and healthy eclnomy, iricluding,particularln a balance of payments surplus sufficiEnt to meer our obligaiions abroai.
The right-hon. Gentleman raised the question of our position within the sterling
area,.and the question oj sterlin-g balances. [...] These ar6 vitally important questions]
certainly to- the discussions aod to the ultimate negotiations, but thiy are nirt them-
selves mainly matters for negotiation in Brussels. -!7hat has been siid by the righr
hon.- Gentleman in pressing the importance of this really leods additionil emphisis
to the importance of the discusions within the IMF arid the Group of Ten] and,
as the House knows,.my right hon. Friend rhe Chancellor of the-Exchequer has
played a leadiog part in worklng towards a solution of the world's liquidiry problem.
I think that these are not all'necessarily questions for negotiation in Brussels, but
Progr€ss on liquidiry,- and on these questioni, is higtly releiant to these negotiaiions.I believe that our friends in Europe could make i great contribution in riaching a
speedy settlement, of the difficultiei, and I hope that" any discussions which rpe h7ve
on Common Market questio-ns will help to briog home to them the wider importance
of a forward move io world monetary'affairs.
Matters not covered by the Treaty
I come to the third point, concerning defence and political arrangements. I hope that
my intervention in the right hon. Geotleman's speech this afternoon made clear wharI was meaning and what I 
.was not meaning in the answer I gave to my right hon.Friend the Mdmber for Easington (Mr Shiniell) last week.
\fhat I was trying to say ro- my right hon. Friend a week ago wurs that the approach
on which we have now embarked carried with it no implication about an ulrimate
federal system io Europe, or a defence system, and contaiis and iovolves no commit-
r-nents of a suPranational character beyoud those required within the Treary of Rome
for the ptuposes of the European Economic Communiry itself.
But, as I told the right hon. Genrleman this afternoon, [...] this does nor mean
that defence is not of the greatest importance in the individual talks that we shall
be having with each of the Six countiies. All of us here have a common ioterestin European defence, and all in Europe have, even if there are still fundamental
differences in Europe about certain questions, including some of those that we have
been- recently discussing i.n NATO. Our view is that Europe must play its full part
within our collective -alli4n6s without hiving itself off -into a 3eparate defe-nce
community.
One thing which._I must emphasize as 
-we start 
- 
as we are obviously starting 
-with. the good will of the greater part of the House on what we have proposed. -The
vitally necessary conditions of advance is rhat entry into Europe, if-our soundings
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show that this is possible., will be of. great benefit to this counrry and to Europe as
a whole 
- 
we can contribute as well as gain 
- 
if, and only if,'by our o*n e?forts
we succeed in building a strong economy i-n Britain.
Pasage-on technological co-operation in Europe in Mr rtrTilson's Guildhall speech
on 1{ November 1166
I...] To- join EEC means joining ECSC and Euratom, and few counrries have more
to contribute in the fields covered by these Communities. In particular Britain leads
the world, barring none,,in the peaciful application of aromic ioergy. Bur as we go
IgryTd let us. regard 
-this process .as what it is going to be, a dynamic proceis.Nothing is static. !7e have much to conrribute to thi Eu"ropean Community, including
thange. ft was_never.ordained from on high that there shoirld be only threC EuropeaiCommunities. I would like to see 
- 
as was recently suggested in bne of the iore
far-seeing articles I read in a city iournal 
- 
a driv6 to?eate a new technological
communiry to pool within Europe the enormous technological inventiveness of Brj"tain
and other European counrries, io enable Britain, on a cimpetitive basis, to become
more self-reliant and neither dependent on imports nor dominated from-outside, but
basing itself on rhe creatioo bf competitivd, indieenous. EuroDean technolosical
industries. I can think_of nothing thaf would-make"a greater realiry of the wiole
European concept. 
_And in tfris fi-eld of technological coloperation n6 one has moreto contribute than Britain.
communiqu6 issued after meeting of EFTA Ministers in London on 5 Decem-ber 1966
t...1
2. The topic discussed was economic integration in Europe. The Prime Minister of
the Uoited Kingdom explained the purpoie of the visiti to Member States of the
Community which he- anil. his colleagut 
-the British Foreign Secretary propose to makein the next few months with a viewio determining whet[er the appio'priite conditions
exist in which it might be possible to. activate ihe arrangemenli for a negoriation
with 
_the Communiry for British membership. The orhel Ministers welcoi.red theBritish move. as an important step aloog the road to determining the prospects for a
solutloo to..the questton 
.ot .European economic integration in which they could allparticipate in an appropriate manher
ll,. AII Ministers reaffirmed their intentioo of keeping in the closest consultation with
each other on the development of their policies ani oI their discussions wirh members
of the Europeaa Economic Communiry. - Th.y will review the position as it develops
at any level which the situation ar that momint may require.
Extracts from Mr 
'il7ifson's s-peech to the Consultative Assembly of the Couricil
of Europe on 23 lanuary 1967
Mr President, I am honoured to have been invited by you ro address this Assembly
this afternoon. I am particularly, happy that this 'should take place under youi
presidency, for your elec[ion not only !av-e pleasure to all your frieirds in the British
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House of Commons, but it held out hopes which have been abundantly realized that
in you Britain was contributing a grear European to the service of Europe for this
period. Equally we knew that the voice of- Europe would never be silent in the
British House of Commons.
i...1
This Assembly, and all the other manifold activities which have come to fruition
under the Council of Europe, represent uniry in diversity: a unity of purpose and
vision made the more real by the diversity from which it is being created. For the
unity of Europe, so far from being in conflict with the fact of diversiry, is indeed
enriched by the diverse contributions which so many countries 
- 
with their widely
differing.gifts of geography, of history and of culture 
- 
can contribute.
I...1
Nor, again, can those nations here represented, with all the unexampled contribution
we have it in our power to make to the achievement of peace, make that contribution
unless we can achieve a greatet unity of purpose. A unity of purpose which must
be directed not only to the solution of our own problems in Europe 
- 
of that wider
Europe whose true boundaries transcend the man-made divisions deepened by two
world wars 
- 
bur a rinity of purpose which must be directed equally to the solution
of the wider world problems which year by year constitute the pattern of international
discussion ac the United Nations.
t...1
Ten weeks ago I announced in Parliament that the British Goveinment had conducted
a deep and sEarching review of the whole problem of Britain's relations with the EEC,
including our membership of the EFTA and of the Commonwealth. Every aspect of
the Treaty of Rome itself, of decisions taken subsequent to its signature, and all the
implications and consequences which might be expected to flow from British entry, had
been examined in depth.
In the light of this review, I said that the Government had decided that a new high-
level approach must now be made to see whether the conditions existed 
- 
or did
not exisi 
- 
for fruitful negotiarions, and the basis on which such neSotiations could
take place. And I said to the House of Commons:
"I want the House, the country, and our friends abroad to know that the Government
are approaching the discussions I 
.hrive foreshadowed with the clear intention and
determination to enter the European Economic Community if, as we hope, our essential
Brirish and Commonwealth intlrests can be safeguarded. '$7e meari business."
That, Mr President, is our position. 'We mean business, and I ain going to say why
we mean business.
Vhy we mean business
'W'e mean business because we believe that British entry and the involvement of
other EFTA countries, whether by entry or association, will gf themselves contribute
massively to the economic unity and strength of Europe. lfhat is today a market
of abouc 180 millions becomes a potential market of nearly 280 millions, the biggest
among all the industrially advanced countries, 'W'est or East. Not only consumets,
but pioducers too. The adherence of most or all of the EFTA countries would bring
to the existing Communities not only a wider market, but also the skill, the expertise,
rhe science and technology of millions of workers and thousands upon thousands
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trained in the highest ref.inements of modern technology. 'We mean business again
because the interests of Europe as a whole 
- 
wider Europe no less than those" of
western, northern and southern Europe 
- 
will be served, as-equally our. own separare
interests will be setved, by creating a grdater and more powerfui econo-,. communlrv.I have always made clear that, ln my view, the coircept of' a powerful Atlantic
partnership can be realized only when Europe'is able to iut forth her full economic
strength so that we cdn in industrial affairs speak froi strensth to our Atlantic
Partners. Let no 
-one here doubt Britain's loyalty to NATO and ihe Atlantic alliance.But I have also always said that that loyalty muit never mean subservience. Still less
must it mean an industrial helotry undei which we in Europe produce only rhe conven-
tional. apparatus of 
.a modern iconpmy, while becoming intreasingly dependent onAmerican business for the sophisticite-d-alpararus whictiwill call ti6 industrial tunein the 70's and 80's.
t...1
There may be those.who believe that to widen the Community will be to weaken it,
or to dilute its existing sense of purpose and irs institurions. ' Change there will be,
as there has been rhroughout theseien years. [...] \Tithin Eurofe will play ouifull part in generating_ change, wharever -that rnay hean for ,.rt"d int.r.sti 6. fot
the protectionist-minde{, whether in Britain or elsewhere. Ir will be nor on stagnation
but on movement, continual. movement, that the momentum created in frst-warEurcpe can conrinue,.and indeed accelerare. \Tidening therefore, based on'change,
will mean not weakening, but strengthening.
I...1
And besides an economy growing in strength we bring all that British technology
has to offer. Let us noi be defeatist a6out Europe-t technological contributiSn
compared with that of the United States. Each European counrry cai speak for itself.
But what would the American industrial economy took tike today without iet aircraft,directly bale{ 
.on a British invention, freely made available .r frrt of oui ioint *ar
effort; antibiotics 
- 
similady.made over; or the electronic reiolution based on the
British development of. radai; indeed, the entire nuclear superstrucrure which could
never have been created dxcept on the basic research of Rutlrerford and orher British
scientists. All right, this is blowing rrumpets, and why not? vhat's wrong wirh
too. many. of u; tn .Europe is that we seem to. have lost that art, that our salesmanship
and 
.Public r-elations have not kept pace with our technological achievement. Bul
equally in.referring to American-dipendence on the Europearidiscoveries of a genera-
tion ago there is no quesrion of living in the past. I am taking American iidustry
today in relation ro the European aihievemenls of yesterday it icn'have made ii
possible. !7e have to see thaithe European industry'of tombrrow does nor become
dependent on an outside technology wiih all that cin mean in rerms of industrial
power and independence. I give one_ example only. In the pasr rwo years, the
British Government 
- 
_as a matter 
'of policy 
- 
hive saved r6e British 'compurer
industry and safeguarded its independenci. For computer technology holds the'key
to the_future. Ttiir approach 
- 
ind nor only for computers 
- 
musl'now be appliei
on a European scale.
I...1
Government's stand on Treaty of Rome
In my announcement of the bovernment's intention to Parliament on 10 November,I said we'would be prepared to accept rhe Treaty of Rome subject to the necessary
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adjustments consequent upon accession of a new member, and provided we received
satisfaction on the points about which we see difficulty.
IThat I had in mind in sayiog this was that the Treaty itself provides, in Article 237,
that the conditions of admission and the adjustments to the Treary necessitated by
it should be the subject of an agreement between the existing Member States and the
new applicant. Clearly there have got to be, and this is envisaged, adjustments to
the Treaty to cover such questions as British membership of the 
.institutions, with
appropriate representation; provision for an appropriate number of British votes in
the Council of Ministers; and no doubt other changes such as in the perceotage
contributions to the Communiry budget and funds. \7e shall be discussing the various
difficulties which we should see in accept[grgr?ithout reservation a number of the
policies which have been worked out by the Community over the years. And it is
clear also that such questions as the time-table on which we should be applying various
provisions of the Treaty is of course different from that laid dowo in the Treaty
because of the lapse of time since the Treaty was signed.
But, provided that the problems that we see can be dealt with satisfactorily, either
through adaptations of the arrangements made under the Treary or in any other
acceptable maoner, then the Treaty itself would not be an obstacle. And those rules
to which we set our name and seal 
- 
those rules we will observe.
t...1
It is still ,oo .r.ly in our tour to draw conclusions from our discussions. At the end
of the day, it will be for the British Government to decide, in the light of the best
appreciation we can make of the problems rhat will lie ahead, and the hopes of over-
coming thern, whether ir will be right for us to enter into definitive negotiations for
entry. If this is our decision, I hope the negotiations will be on a minimum number
of broad isssues and not on an infinity of details. Many of the details, many of the
consequential decisions 
- 
important though they be 
- 
can best be settled on a
continuing basis from within the Communiry.
I...1
Financial aspects of the Community's agricultural policy
[...] But I should be less than frank if I did not at least refer to the problems created
particularly by the financial aspects of the Communiry's agricultural policy, by arrr"ge-
ments made, and appropriately made, to secure fairness aod equiry between the
agricultural interests of the six countries concerned; but arraogemests which do not
reflect 
- 
clearly they could not reflect 
- 
the problem created by the entry of a
major food-importing nation such as Britain. For they would mean a financial contribu-
tion which would fundamentally affect not only the balance so painfully worked out
during the past two years, but also the balance of equity, as well as the balance of
payments, between Britain 
- 
and other countries who would seek to join 
- 
and
rhe existing Six. To outline this question, and to be aware of others, is not designed
to evoke any spirit of depression, still less defeatism. These problems are there to
be overcome. I believe they can be overcome, given the same spirit, constructive
ingenuiry, tolerance and understanding, give anil take, which have animated the
relations of the six members in their dealings with one.another from the outset.
i...1
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Conclusion
I. believe that,.given that ur-rderstanding, that spirir of give and take, rhe creation of
the right conditions, the task on which-we havi embart6d will enable us to carry the
-gTd-*iu 
and support of the vasr paiojrg of 
.all our peopres, 
"od, "bou. all, the ;;d*i[aad suPPott ot the young people of Britain and of the other couotries represented
here today.
Those of us entrusted with the responsib;ljties. of governmenr have the challengingduty 
- 
and it is an exciting 6ns'- of leading fii impatient-e.n.rution. It Is igeneration impatient of the mumbliogs, bumblii'gs and ?umblinis of *hat f,., ioo
otten passed lor statesmanship. I, *ilt, as history *!u 
- 
for this new generation
will write the next chaprers i.n ttra.1 history 
- 
id wifl condemn beyonJ e, p";.;
of ours to defend or ex-cuse,- the failure to'seize what so maoy of -ui ."n .l6ur'ty ,..is now a swiding, urgeor tide in man's affairs. If we do faif 
- 
I want ttris to be
understood 
- 
the fault will not lie it Britain's door. But the cosr, and 
"Uoo. uuthe cost of missed opporrunities, will fall, and in increasing measure, oo every one
of us.
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Il. lnternal activities
ESTABLISHMENT OF A SINGLE MARKET
Customs matters
Tariff quotas
l. On 12 January 1967 the Commission, acd-ing under Article Z;(5) of the Treary,
granted Germany a tarif.f quota of ,0 000 hectolitres for natural red wines from
fresh grapes for blending under certain conditions. Thes'e wines fall under- headings
ex 22.05 B I b, ex 22.05 B II b and ex 22.05 B III b 2 of the common customs tariff.
.The rates of dury are:
i) 6.94 t.a. per hectolitre for wines containing no more rhan 13o of acquired
alcohol;
ii) 7.84 u.a. per hectolitre for wines containing rnore than 13o of but not more
than 150 acquired alcohol;
iii) 9.19 u.i. per hectolitre for wines containing more than 15o of and not more
than. 18o acquired alcohol,
preiented in casks, tank waggons or other large containers.
This quota is for the period 1 December 1966 rc 30 November 1967.
Meiting of the Customs Committee
2. The Committee mer on 27 lanuary under rhe chairmanship of M. Colonna di
Paliano to study qdestions concerning Communiry transit traffii and bonded ware-
houses.
As regards Community transit traffic, the main field of application of the future
system was delimited and the guaranrees indispensable for its working defined.
Once it has made the necessary contacts, the Commission will as rapidly as possible
propose solutions to problems of transport under the Communiry transit system
tf 
'ough Swiss or Austrian territory.
Talks will moreover be held with certain bodies able to provide surety for ffansit
operations.
The Committee gave a final reading to the draft direcrive on the harmonization of
arrangements for bonded warehouses.
The Customs Committee will hold its next meering on 9 March L967. It will
examine studies on Communiry transir traffic made ar expet level, will give its
opinion on any new problems submitted on this question, and hold an initial discus-
sion of inwards processing traffic.
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Technical obsracles to trade
Opinion o{ the Economic and Social Commitreeproposed directives
(l) !"" Bulletin 6-66,Ch.,ll, secs.3 and 4.(2) See Ch. "Competition
: - rsoz
At its 59th session on 25 and 26 January 1967 the Committee rendered its ooiniongn ry9 proposa_ls for directives, one .conterning the approximation or i.jirr.ri";-i;the Member states on wheeled farm trritors and^ tne o,r,., on "measuringinstruments (r).
2.. o,pinion on tbe .proposed corncil directiue concerning the approximation oflvlember states' 
,regulations on.uheeled farm tractors (mziimam si,eed,, seats anhload.rng tarfacet) ('), on the view thac rhese technical rules ihould lead to
mutual recognition of approval !r ,t9 Member states, and consid.ring furri,.i1r,.,such harmonizarion is ne-essary fbr the free movemeni of eoods and "can also heloto reduce production costs, the Committee endorsed tte pr"oposed ai."iii".--*Ui..',
to certain cornments.
T,h. 9-9qq,,tee thought that the wording adopted ruled our any danger of technicalcnaracreflstlcs, whlch were subjecr to changes as time went on, beirig stipulated intoo hard-and-fast a manner. 'The proposEd amendmen,r .or..rn.J "rn. inr*i*"-load of the tractor and the driver's seatl
The Commirtee furrher considered that the application of Communiry standards should
not make work less safe than it was at present'in any memb"r .oun,ryl The Commitree
also asked the Commission to mention in its proposal its inienti-,i" to continue the
study of problems concerning wheeled farm trairori with the ob;..t oilroporffi.t'"Iater dare new direcrives foi wider and more detailed trr*on-i'rrti* 6i il," f?.r""inational regulations.
opinion on the proposed, cotrncil'directiue f or the a.pproxitndtion of the Member
J ra r es re gillctt rotlJ c oncern tng:
d) Measuring'insrruments in general;
b) Clinical maximum ,h.r]rrorn.r.rr, glrrr, 
-...rry;
c) . 5 ksto 50 kg block weights in the medium limii of error category;
d) 1 kg to 10 kg cylindrical weights in the medium limit of error caregory.
The Committee requested that in drawing up.the directives on measuring instruments
the Council should take account of the posiible repercussions of the .*"ception irom
f-lal,hymgntzation provided for under-the pr.seit proposals, 
"nJ nop"i ir,.i it.principle of the free movement of these measiring insiruirents'would be' maintained.
on two
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State aids
'General systems: Aids to econotrlic development
4. To continue the study of existing general systeqs of aid, a meeting-of govern-
menr experts was held 6n 17 and 1A ynua$ tl6l. Certaio_-principles for the
implemeitation of the waiver atrangements under Article 92(3a and c) of the
Treaty were discussed.
Th'ese talks will be continued throughout the first quarter of 1967 with a view to
defining the practical scope of the-examination 
-pr6cedure which may be applied
when ti'e aid sistems considered are being put into effect.
5. Having examined a Bill 
- 
which became law- on- 14 July 
.1966 
- 
temporarily
sranrinq siecial aids to speed up conversion and development in certain coalrnining
i.""s .nd 6ther areas faced wirh -acute and urgent probleds, the Commission informed
the Belgian Government that it had no o6jection to this law being promulgated
but thal it would resetve its final opinion on the merits of the new aid system
uotil such time as it had seen the implementing regulations.
The Commission has now coinpleted the examination of the drafts of these regula'
tions which wefe notified to -it in accordance with Article 91(1) of the Treary.
Taking into account rhe details supplied by the Belgian authorities, and bearing the
views-of experrs from the other Meriber Stites in mind, the Commission has informed
the Belgian^ Governrnenr thar the Eleasures in question may be Put into effect under
the exce-ption provisions of Article 92(3 c) of the Treaty.
This communication from the Cornmission was accolnpanied by two observations.
In the first place. the Commission considers that funds allocated to finance this aid
should be distributed with due regard to the relative economic situation in the
different regions concerned and the real advantages offered by the localities choseo
by the investors.
Consequently, the Commission iotends, in accordance with the relevant provisions of
. the Treaty, to keep a close watch on the administration of this aid system.
Taxation '
Harm onization of excise duties
6._ Ttre Sf'orking ?arry on indirect taxes other than rurnover tax met in Brussels on
16 and t7 Jaauary 1967.
Problems arising in the harmonization of excise duties on beverages were reviewed
from the angle -of competirion between the different beverages and substitution which
might occur-if some o-f rhem were taxed more heavily than others. Harmonization
of Excise duties on alcohol was also srudied.
The same $7'orking P".ry m.t in Brussels on 20 Janua ry t967 to srudy, as instructed
by the Standing Cbmmittee of heads of national revenue departmeots, harmonization
o[ the crireria ised by Member States in fixing the basis of assessment of annual or
periodical road tax on private cars.
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Approximation of legislation
opinion of the Economic and Social committee on theproposal for a directive on wheeled farm tfactors(maximum speed, seats, and loading surfaces) (r)
7. The committee adopted_the solution of "optional and partial" communiry
approximation chosen by the Commission in this prbposed directilve, on the one hand
because farm tractors produced in the Communifr iere largely marketed in outside
countries, and, on the- other, because pardal approximation""lio*.d .rr.ioi U"ifa.it
to benefit from technical advances.
opinion of the Economic and social committee on theproposed d.ire.ctives concerning measuring instrumentsin general 
- 
(clinical maximu-m thermoi"terr, glass,
mer.cury; 5 kg ro 50 kg block weights in the me-diumIrmrr of error category; 
_.1 g ro 10 kg cylindricalweights in rhe medium limit- of error jategory)
8. The Committee welcomed the Commission's option for total harmonization in ia
proPosed directive. It emphasized the advisability of srudies by.the Commissionin the near future on harmonization of the national systems foi regular checking
of measuring instruments.
FREE MOVEMENT OF PERSONS
Freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services
9. On 23 December 1966 the EEC Commission uansmitted to the Couscil a proposalfor a directive to introduce a.further degree of freedom of esrablishment in agrlc,rirrre.
This will implement a provision of thE General Prograrnme adopted bv th? Council
on 18 December 1961, which lays down that at the }eginni"e if tg6{i farmers who
are nationals of other Member States and already esi'ablishJd in a Member Srate
"shall be entitled to receive any rype of aid subj6ct to the same coaditions as ttre
nationals of the State concerned". - The proposil concerns all aids 
- 
in cash or,
w!e.r.e 3pqropr.iqtg, in \lnd 
- 
irrespectiv6 oI their form and the public or semijpublic body which distributes them. - Nevertheless, the benefits of ielfare or social
securiry systbms do not fall within its scope but will be dealt with bv other measures.
The restrictions to be removed stem from-laws, regulatiols 1nd admioistrativ" pr".ticesin the Member States. Before adopting thi pioposed directive, the Couricil will
refer it to the European Padiament a-nd the Communiry's Economic and Social Com-
mtttee.
The proposal rePresents a new set of measures. for the introduction of freedom of
establishment in. agriculture-following directives 611261 and 631262 (concerning
respectively freedom of establishmeni for former agricultural *oikert in the hosi
(', S* rb" r*. 3 above.
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couotrv and freedom of establishmeot on derelict or uocultivated farm lands), (1)
the prbposed directives oa farm leases (') aod the right_ of farmers ,lready estab-
lishe'il t^o moYe to aaother farm, (s) and the proposeii directives on the access of
such farmers to credit and their right to join agricultural co-operatives (a).
General freedom of establishment in agriculture i.e. the right to set uP io any
Member State, will not be granted until the end of the uansition period 
- 
normally
is L970.
Freedom to provide services i!' agriculture was already inuoduced by Council direc-
tive 65/l of-14 Decembet 1964 (n).
Freedom of establishment and freedom to supply services in foresry are covered
in a proposed directive at present before the Council-
Free movement of workers
10. The Consultative Committee for the free movement of workers withio the
Co-muoity rnet on 16 January 1967 in Brussels. M. Levi Sao&i, Vice-President
of the Co#mission with rdsponsibiliry for social affairs, was in the chair.
The Committee studied thb draft opinion and the report of the Vorking Parry
on free movemeor concerning measures to be taken to ichieve the objectives of the
Treaty in this field.
On the basis of this &aft opinion the Comminee set out for the Commission the
general policy lines which it felt should effectively ensure free movemeot in the
Community.
ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL POLTCY
Short-term economic poliry
QuarterlyCommunity Survey 
of the ecoaomic situation in the
11. The Conrmission has published its fourth Quarterly Survey of the economic
siruation in the Coromuniry for 1966.
Io the first part of this document rhe Co-aissio! analyses the ecooomic trend for
the Communiry as a whole in 1966 and makes forecasts oE the way the ecooomy
is likely to shape in 1967. A chapter is devoted to the Commission's views on
the short-term Economic policy to b6 pursued in 1967 by the Govetnmeats of the
Member States. It will- be remembeied that the guidelines for this policy have
recendy been the subiect of a reco--endation made to Member States by the
Council of Ministers, 'actir,1 on a proposal from the Conamission. This recom-
meodation is annexed to Part I of the Survey.
(r) See official gazette No. 62, 20 April L961.(2) See suoolemeot to Bulletio 3-65.
1ti See ofliiial gazette No. 71, 20 April 1966.(') Ibid., No. l, 8 Jaauary L96).
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Part II of the Survey deals with the economic situation and the oudook in the
individual mernber countries.
IThile the pattero of development differed from one member country to anothet,
in the Communiry as a whole the expansion of economic activity has again been
brisk in 1966. The real gross Comriunity product rose 4.57o i; L966"compared
to a 4/o increase the previous year. Since 1958 the real gross product in the
Co-munity has grown by 52Vo, as compared to a 44% rise -in th6 United States
and a 30Vo increase in the United Kingdom.
The year-to-year growth of total demaod in money terms was much the same asin 1965, with a slight shifr of emphasis among-the main componeots: exteroal
demand rose less stiongly, but inter-nal demand-somewhat more'vigorously, than
ia t965.
Th-e expansio-n in the 
^ggtegate 
value of visible exports from .the Community (as
defined for forergl trade statisticts) declined f.rom-t2Vo in 1965 to slighdf less
than 97o in 1966. Exports to the United States again increased extrairdinarily
fast, but 
_the gtowth of 
-deliveries to EFTA and to the developing counuies wai
appreciably weaker than from 1964to 1965.
Gross fixed asset formation continued to rise; in 1966 it was 6Vo n value and
3.5% by volume higher than in 1965 
- 
the same rate of increase as htween 1964
and L965. The increase in capital expendirure on building was weaker thanio 196). As against this, investment by enterprises in plantlnd machinery rose
somewhat more 
_vigorously than -in the previous year; its upward movement was
stronger than before in Fiance and Italy, while in Germany on the other hand there
wer-e_ even signs of a downward uend in the second half of the year. Stock-
building provided much the same stimulus to growrh as ayeac eailier.
Total consumer expenditure in the Communiry has probably increased at about the
same Pace as before-. In most member countries tl're expansioo of public crurent
expendirure on goods and services remained very vigoroG; neverthelEss there may
have been a slight slowdown for the Community ai a whole on account of ttre
somewhat quieter trend in Germany and in Italy. Private consumer's expenditure
by conuast-will probably have risen somewhar fister than before, i.e. by aLout 8%
in terms of value and approximately 4.57o in terms of volume, followiog rises of
7.7Vo and 4.3/o in I96i. In France and Italy the rise was more rapicl, but in
Germany it was slower than in the previous year.
Including this estimated figure tot 7966, private s6n5rrmprioo in real terms has
probably risen since 1958 by 50% (387o on a per capita basis).-
The growth of private consumer's demand ftom 1965 to 1966 reflects first and
foremost the change that has occrured io the disposable income of households. In
Italy and Fraoce this weot up perceptibly faster than in the previous year, mainly
because the total number of hours worked responded to the improvemeni in businesi
activiry; io the orher Communiry countries th-ere was a more oi less marked 
- 
but
on the whole fairly moderate 
- 
slowdown in expaosion.
Supply froal other Communiry countries was as a rule sufficiendy flexible to follow
the rise in overall demand. Industrial production expanded faster than flrim 1964
to 1965; its growth (as defined by the lndex of the -Statistical Office of the Euro-
pean 
_Communities) was 5.17o, compared with 4.5Vo the previous year. This will
have brought the total rise in output since 1958 to 67/o.
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IHowever, the growth rates of indusuial production n 1966 showed greater devia-
tions from the Community average than in 1965, because of the divergent econom.ic
ueods in the individual counries.
In the setvices sector, value added continued to expand at about the same rate
as before. The rise i. agricultural production, howevEr, has flattened ouf distincdy,
particularly as a result of a relatively modest grain crop.
On the Community's labour markers, the situation tesded in the rnain to ease
slighdy. In the second half of the year the tendency gathered strength in Ger-
many and in the Netherlands, but this does not mean that in the rwo counuies
concerned shortages of labour are yet a thing of the past. As the year advanced
there were signs of a slight tendency towards a redlction of uoemploymenr in
Italy 
- 
the only country with a considerable number out of work; on the average
for the year, however, the level of unemployment in that counuy was srill a litde
higher than in 1961.
Imports from non-member countries rose more in L966 than'rr- 1965. The expansion
of visible imports probably reached some 6Vo by volume arid 7.8/o in value, com-
pared with 6.57o aad 5Vo in L965. These figures for the whole year, however,
do not reveal the fluctuations that occurred in the month-to-month figures, i.e. a
vigorous rise in the second half of 1965 and the first months of 1966, which then
leveUed off Iargely because the slowdown in demand from Germaay ouoweighed
the faster increase of France's and Italy's imports.
Visible trade between the Community countries cootinued to expand very vigorously,
but since the spring it too has been losing momenrum. 
.This-was reflicted in tlie
growth figure for the year; from 1964 to 1965 the increase in value (on the basis
of imports) had been l3.5Vo; it probably amountd to some l2Vo from 1965 to
1966. lfhile France aod Italy expanded their impora from other Community
counuies at a faster Pace, there was a more significant slowdown in corresponding
imports by other member couotries, in particular Germany.
The upward pressrue on prices persisted. It gained io streogth during the first
half of the year, when there was marked excess demaod in some membei couotries
- the gairi being pardy due to'special influences of a temporary narure (the
ice of vegetables) 
- 
ro measures of tax and wage policy, and to reor increases.
re upward pressue was particularly,luong in.the Netherlaods, but.in.GermanyGerma
e special
- 
e- in
Pnce
The
and Belgium tob it was very appreciable. ITith the disappearaoce of th
I ll -r at
(1) 1 u.a. = US$ 1.
32
influences there was some flaitening out; the upward uend in- the seasonally adiusted
figures, continued, 
-though less vigorously than tefore. In France, the rise in lrices
was relatively modest throughout rhe year, though in the end it toroJled 1%. In
Italy there- was even very extensive stabilization, at leasr up to the flood catastrophe
in November.
The uend in exports and imporrs outlined above sugests that in 1966 the Com-
munity's visible uade balance may have closed with a sligthly smaller deficit thanit 1965 (on the basis of foreign trade statistics, an estimatH 1 400 million u.a. (1)
instead of.1 500 rnillion u.a.). The seasonally adjusted figures tended to deteriorate
until spring 1966, but later there was a distinci recovery, largely because of the
improvement on rhe visible trade account of the Federal RepubliC of Germany.
plimalily as a resrllt of this, the surplus on qurent accouot appears to have risen
onfe again in L966, while the availible 
- 
but so far particiLrty incomplete 
-iaformation on the capital transactions account hardly suggl?srs rhar iny greai surplus
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will be achieved. During the first ten months of 1966 the gross gold and foreigo
exchange..reserves of.the monetary authorities in the Corununity countries rose 6y
300 million u.a. At the same time the net foreign exchange position of thl
commercial banks continued to improve, but probably less strongly than in the
previous year.
The economic expansion of the community is likely to slow down somewhat in
1967,withboth exlernal and internal demand losing momentum.
In external demand, the very strong stimuli so far provided by sales to the United
states'may weaken somewhaq this, coupled with a more or leis pronounced stagna-
tion of imports by the united Kingdoml would reduce the pace aiwhich commu"nity
exports have been rising.
The expansion.of internal demand may be affected by a slight decline in the growth
of investment by enteJprises. In Germany these outiays oi investment can eien be
expected to continue falling in absolute terms 
- 
at leait for part of the year 
- 
and
there. may also be a decline in the Nethedands. Despitd a continuld vigorous
lpsyilg in France and Italy,, and perhaps also a somewhat faster pace of growthin Belgium, the expansion of inveslmeni by enterprises is likely to be weak-er for
the Community as a whole than it was from 1961 io 1966. It can also be assumed
that total expendirure on consumption will grow at a somewhat reduced rate, which
will probably be due entirely to a more oi less distinct slowing of the tempo ar
which private consumer's expendirure is expanding in Germany and in the Benelux
countries.
As far as the prospective development of supply is concerned, there may be a
stronger expansion of agricultural production ii 1967 than in 1966, provided the
weather is normal. Industrial production as a whole can be expected to rise at
an 
,only slightly reduced pace, with very modest growth particulirly in Germany,
a slowdown in expansion in the Netherlands and high growth rates'in France and
' Italy.
Taking into account fqreseeable factors, the Commission at presenr estimates the
increase in volume of the Communiry's gross product betwten 1966 and 1967
at 4%o.
Imports fror! non-member countries will for a while yet continue to be affected
by the slowdown in economic activity in some membei countries, particulady Ger-
q1ny. 
-On the other hand, certain special factors which tend to have an inhibitory
effect- (for instance, govetnment imports into Germany and agriculrural imports)
will disappear, and as the, year advances stockbuilding may once again exert a gleater
pull on imports. Overall, the Communiry's trade bilance may be expected to show
a further limited improvement in 1967.
Although the trend of supply and demand in the Communiry as a whole will in fact
help to reduce the upward thrust of prices, allowance rnust still be made for the
effects of the upward thrust that has already been affecting costs 
- 
and which is
likely to persist, at least in attenuated form. In 1967 theie will probably be once
again a fairly distinct rise in the consumer price level.
The outlook for 1967 reveals in some member countries the effects of inflationarv
trends which have beeo tolerated during the past few years or which have beei
combated. by too one'sided a set'of etonomil policy instruments. There have
consequently 
-been price and cost increases on the one hand, coupled on the other
with signs of a more or less distinct decline in investment and a considerable slow-
down in economic growth. In these countries the Commission considers that budget
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policy in particular should be tightened up with a vierr to steadying prices and
costs and facilitating the financing of investment; concrureotly the policy of credit
restraint could and should be relaxed or applied in a still more supple manner
than hitherto. However, any premanue tetun to a short-term policy of general
expansion would soon conjure up the spectre of fresh inflationary trends. Carc
will have to be taken in Italy and France to ensrue that the cutreot upswing of
business activity in these two countries does not again end in imbalance.
.Panel of Experts on Economic Budgets
12. The Paael met in Brussels on 24 and 25 lelluary 1967 to examine the complete
economic budgets for 1967 cornmunicated by the Member States.
A collective repoft on the subject was drawn up by the Commission af,ter a discus-
sion which resulted in a harmonized approach to the development of external trade.
The docuoentary material was sent to the Short-term Economic Policy Committee
for its meetin g of 6-7 February 1967.
Budget policy
13. The alternate members of the Budget Policy (emmiilss met on t9 January 1967
with M. Mrlazzo ia the chair. They continued the examioation of the question of
public savings and agreed to an oudine form for the presentation of budgets, which
the Committee uses for its srudies.
Medium-term economic outlook
14. The "Projections" sub-group of the Group of Experts on medium-term fore-
casts met on 17 and 18 January 1967 with M. P. de Volff in the chair.
A lengthy discussion was held on the problerns involved in workiog out value
projections. The French and Dutch experts also spoke of their experieoces in
external uade projections.
The sub-group then turned to the problem of sector uends and the meeting closed
with a short discussion of the agenda for the meeting of the Group of expens on
medium-term forecasts on 7 February 1967.
Medium-term Economic Policy Committee
1r. The Co--ittee held its 18th meeting on20 Jaouary 1967.
The Co-mittee bade farewell to its Chairman, M. W'olfram Langer, who had been
called to take up new duties in his country, the Federal Republic of Germany, and
expressed its gratitude to him.
As its new chairman for a period of two years the Com-ittee elected M. Klaus-
Dieter Arndt, parliamentary -State-secretary at the Ministry of Economic Affairs in
the Federal Republic. M. Frangois Ortoli, Commissaire g€n&al au Plao et )r la
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productivitd in France, and M. G. Brouwers, Secretary-General in the Nethedaods
Ministry of Economic Affairs, were reappointed Vice-Chairmen.
The Committee held an initial exchange of views on problems of agriculture and
shipbuilding.
Meeting of the Ministers of Finance 
r
16. The Ministers of Fioance of the Six held their regular meeting on 16 and
17 January 1967 in The Hague under the chairmanship of M. Zijlsua (Nether_'landi). M. Marjolin and M.-von der Groeben, resPectively a Vice'Presideat and
a mernber of the EEC Cornmission, wete present.
At the close of the meeting the following official communiqud was issued:
"At their meeting the Ministers reviewed:
a) The plogress of EEC srudies on tax harmonization, after hearing the survey pre-
sented by M. von der Groeben.
b) The repoft'on the development of a EuroPsan capital market drawn up by
a committ6e of experts at the request of the EEC Commission. This report was
introduced by M. Marjolin
The Ministers discussed international monetary problems with the Governors of
Central Banks. Being anxious to affirm their -solidariry on these vital matters,
the Ministers and Goiernors decided, without prejudice to a further examination
of the drafts previously discussed, to have their experts study forthwith in the
EEC Monetary Commiitee the iroprovemeot of the machinery of international
credit. "
COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY
Council session of. 23-24 Janaary 1967
17. At its session of.23-24 January 1967 ihe Council on the basis of an interi'1
report by the Special Committee on Agriculrure, held a preliminary exchange o!
viiws on certain' problems corrmon to ill the regulations- on the orggnization of
agricultural markeis at the single market stage, and which concern,. for^ example,
tf,'e fixing of prices and levies-. The C-ouniil instructed the Special Committee
on Agric-ulrure to continue its work with a view to submitting a general report
on theie mattets as soon as possible.
The Council also examined the problerns raised by the measures envisaged by
the French Government for assisting the holding 6f private stocks in order to
rneet certain difficulties at preseot Seing experienced on the poultrymeat market.
The Council concluded that it was for the Commission to decide on these measules
under the powers given to it by the Treaty.
The Council also examined a proposed regulation on certain measures- concetning
the common organization of thi market in sugar for the 1967 168 marketing year.
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Vith. regard to foot-and-mouth disease, the Dutch delegation drew the Council's
attention to the situation resulting from the measrues Iaken by certain Member
States with regard to imports of live cattle and pigs, and also 'of beef and pork
from the Netherlands. In particular, it informi-d -the Council of rhe oeteriiory
measures taken by the Netherlands to prevent any contagion. The Ministers oi
Agrtculture Save an assruance that this problem would be examined immediatelyIr ,4..c-ompetent authorities, taking into-accounr the information supplied by thl
Dutch delegation.
Common organization of agricultural markets
Cereals and rice
18. On 22 December 1966 the Commission cancelled the adiustment of the average
levy in calculating-.the- variable componenr of the levy for piocessed products basld
on cereals and rice fixed provisionaUy bn 14 October 1966 1t1. '
On 30 lanuary 19-67 the Cornmission rnade a regulation limiting the validity of
certain.import and export licences for compound-animal feeds ("2). Under'this
legulation the validity- of import and expoit licences issued after' the entry intoforce oJ. the present regulation expires on 2 April L967 for the compound feedsnrffs
covered by Council Regulation No.215/66/CEE.
Beef and veal 
,
1'9. On 5 December 1966 the Council took a decision concerning the implemen-
tation in Germany of special rnarket intervention rneasrues in thi beef a^ad veal
sector (3).
On 16 lanuary t967 the Commission took a decision fixinq the rnaximum amounr
of* rcfund 
_qn-_e*p9rjs- of live carrle to non-member couritries during the period6 February 1967 to 5 March 1967 (2).
,The Commission also adopted on 27 January 1967 a regulation fixing the maximum
amount of refunds on eiports to non-member countr-ies of frozen" beef and veal
which had not been the subject of rnarket support measures (a).
Eggs and po.ultry
20. On 22 December 1966 the Commission decided to increase the supplemeneary
amount which may be refunded on the export of hens and chickens to i6n-member
countries. In order to facilitate the sald of the stocks of slaushtered hens and
chickens which had built up in several member counffies, the Co"mrnission decidedto grant an. amounr higher than rhe normal refund on exports outside the Com-
munity. This measure was to apply until 28 January 1967.
(1) See official gazette No. 9, 17 lanua* 7967.('z) Ibid., No. 19, 3l lannarv L967.(3) Ibid., No. 11, 20 Januafi 1967.({) Ibid., No. 18, 28 January 1967.
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On 6 January 1967 the Commission adopted a regulation fixing a supplementary
amount for poultry eggs in shell (1). Latle offers ie being mad6 betow ^the sluice'-
gate pjice and are_ likely to cause a coniiderable drop in prices if they continue
beyond the normal seasonal fall-off in production in the -Member states. The
Commission therefore decided to fix a supplementary amounr of 0.15 u.a. per kg
f91 eggs in shell. Imports from Poland, Firiland and'South Africa are.*.*p1 frofr
this measure as these three countries have given an assurance that they will- respect
the sluice-gate price.
Finally, on 28 January 1967, the Commission amended its decision of 22 December
1966 increasiqg .t. supplementary amount which can be'refunded on the export of
hens and chickens to non-member countries. The Commission extended the-expiry
date originally fixed at 28 lanuary 1967 to 4 February 1967.
Fruit and vegetables
21. Acting under Article 4 of Regulation 159l66lCEE on complementary arrunge-
ments for the common organization of fruit and vegetables rnirkets, thi CounIil,
on 12 Jatruary 1966 adopted regulations fixing the bisic prices and support prices
for-cauliflowers, sweer oranges, mandarins, apples and pears (r). The -pricel are
as follows:
Product and variety
Caaliflowen in leat'
'in u.a. per 100 kg for Class I
Basic Supporta.rr"O price p1..
Sweet oranget
Sanguinello (size 67 /81 mm)
Biondo comune (size il/t6 mm)
Mandarins
Lemont
Applet
Golden delicious (size 70 mm or above)
Pears
Passe Crassane (size 70 mm or above)
Conference (size 60 mm or above)
(r) Sec otf.icial gazetre No. 2, 7 Januo,ry L967.(2) Ibid., No. J, 13 Jaouary 1967.
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January
February
March
April
January
February
March
April
January
February
From 1 January
to 31 May
Jaouary
February
March
April
Muy
From 1 January
to 31 March
9.3 3.77.9 3.111.0 4.410.1 4.0
t3.7
1r.0
t7.5
10.8
74.2
15.1
t0.2
1r.1
16.4
t8.2
22.3
2r.6
t7.7
9.5
10.5
11.5
6.,
9.5
10.0
6.6
8.0
9.0
10.0
tL.2
Lt.5
9.2
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The Commission also adopted, on 25 January 1967, the six regulations fixing the
adjustment factors to be applied to support prices for cauliflowers, otanges, mandarins,
lemons, apples, and pearsl and a regulation coataining the list of representative
markets foi these products (1).
Olive oil
22. On 12 and 30 January 7967 the Commission adopted two regulations fixing
the levies on olive oil (2).
Commission proposals for eggs and poultrymeat at the single market stage
21. On 18 January 1967 the Commission submitted to the Council t'wo proposals
for regulations on the conlmon market organizations for eggs and poullrymeat These
will replace Regulations Nos. 21 and 22 now in force and due to be rescinded on
I July 1967, when common cereal prices come into operation.
These rwo proposals are similar in their broad outlines to the proposal for a regula-
tion on piemeit submitted to the Council at the end of December 1966 (8). The
only differince is that the eggs and pigmeat sector arrangemeots ate not made for
market intervention but only for the possibility of regularization.
The object of such regularization is to adjust the volume of supply to the requi-
remenrs of the market, and to keep prices'at a level that will aiiure producers of
a fair return. The following Community measures are suggested:
i) Measures to support steps taken by farmers' and allied associations to improve
the organization of production, processing and rnarketing;
ii) Measures to improve quality;
iii) Measures to enable short- and long-term forecasts to be made, by obtaining
information on the means of production employed;
iv) Measures to assist the observation of price rrends on the market.
The Council will adopt general rules on this subject, acting on a proposal of the
Commission and aftef reTerence to the European- Parliament. ThL proposal also
provides that standards of quality, sizing and packaging may be laid down; these
may, for example, cover claisification by grade, by weight and by qualiry, packing
and presentation, and stamping. \XZhen the standards have been laid down, the
products to which they apply hust not be offered for sale unless they conform to
these standards, except in special cases.
The proposed system includes levies and sluice-gate prices for eggs in shell and
eggs for hatching, and also for chicks and slaughtered poultry. Derived levies are
fixed for the other products, but duties bound in GAfi must be respected.
(') &" .fft.lrl gazette No. 11,26 Jawary 1967.(2) Ibid., No. 7, 14 January 1967 and No. 19, 3l Jaouaty 1967.(t) See Dulletin No. 2-67, Ch. I.
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Financing of the common agricultural policy
24. On 27 January 1967 the Commission adopted a regulation on applications for
aid submitted to EAGGF, Guidance Section, foi making good the damage caused by
floods in Italy (1). Norwithstanding the provisions ol Regulation No. 45/64/CEE,
this regulations provides for a simplified and accelerated procedure in dgaling with
applicaiions so that aid to the population of the stricken areas may be effective and
rapid.
Common fisheries policy
Opinion of the Econornic and Social Committee
25. At its session of '25 and 26 Januaty 1967, the Economic and Social Committee
rendered its opinion on the Commission proposal concerning a corrmon fisheries
policy (').
The Committee approves the Commission's approach and expresses its satisfaction at
the common policies advocated, comprising a policy for structure and production, a
rnarket policy, a commercial policy and a social policy. Howevet, the Comminee
sees rhe solution of certain problems from a slighdy different angle, particularly as
regards price policy, the role of fisheries' associations and the suspension or tem-
porary limitation of impors.
The Committee urged the Commission to examine closely the effects of the proposed
policv for consumels and to consider means of avoiding undesirable situations could
L aioided. It also asked that both sides of the induitry be encouraged to achieve
harmonization in the social field at Community level, in particular by collective
bargaioing, and that the joint consultative comrnittee be closely associated in the
implementation of social policy. '
The Committee regretted that the Member States had been unable to supply the
Commission with sufficiently precise figures on prices and incomes. It was also
concerned at the possible repercussions of strucure policy on enterprises and considered
that fisheries' associations should receive certain financial aid from the Communiry.
The Cornmittee holds that Regulation No. 26 is fully applicable to the fishing
industry. It has suggested a liit of basic products to be considered in establishiog
market intervention machinery for the sector.
Approximation of legislation
Health problems: opinion of.the Economic and Social
Committee
26. At its meeting on 25 and 26 January L967 the Ecooomic and Social Com'
mittee rendered an opinion on the draft Couacil directive coucerning health problems
and health policy cqnnected with the import of cattle and pigs and fresh meat
(1) Seeofficial sazette No. 18,28 Jamary 1967.(2) &e Bulletin 9/10-66, Ch. V, sec. 41.
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from oon-member countries as well as on the draft Council decision setting up a
Veterinary Committee. The Economic and Social Committee urges that a survey
should be made without delay of all veterinary and health control arrangements in
order to pave the way for European legislation on the subject
Competition in agriculture
27. At the meeting on 19 January L967 the Coromission decided, pursuant ro
Articles 85, 86 and 93(1) of the Treaty, on the reply to be made to.the Italian
Governrnent's complaint about the practice of the ge-n6ral commitree of 'the fishing
industry in France as regards cod.
On 23 January 1967 the Commission decided, pursuant to Article 93(3) of the
Tleaty, on its attirude regarding the Nederlands projects for aid to the improvement
of market structures in the eggs and poultry sector.
TRANSPORT POLICY
Application of the consultation procedure of 2L March 1962
28. In accordance with the Council decision of 21 March 1962, instituting a proce-
dure of examination and prior consultation concerning certain laws, regulitious and
administrative practices envisaged by the Member States in transporr, the Italian
Government has advised the Commission and the other 'Member States of the
following Bills:
i) Italian Bill granting the Government power-s to reorganize the "Azienda auto-
noma delle ferrovie dello Stato" (Italian State Rail$ays).
ii) Italian Bill on the organization of the Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation
and the setting up of a Transport Council.
iii) Bill on the instirution of a Cenual Advisory Committee on transport associated
with the Inter-ministerial Economic Planning Commitree.
iv) Bill on amendments to certain provisions concerning road traffic (weights and
dimensions).
The Commission rendered opinions on these four Bills. It raised no objection to
the{r,r but reserved judgment on the Bill for reorganization of the Ministry of Transport
until the Italian Government should have notified it of the proposed measrues on
this matter in accordance with Article 1 of the Council decision of 2l March 1962.
Investment and infrastructure
29. Pursuant to the Council decision of 28 February 1966 instiruting a consultation
procedure for transport infrastrucrure investments, on 10 Jaouary 1967 the Com-
mission consulted the Member States on the Brussels-Mons-French'fronrier, Combles-
Valenciennes-Belgian frontier and Lille-Belgian frantier motorway projecm notified
by the French and Belgian Governments.
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Discussions centred on the technical characteristics of the projected motorways, theiJ
economic feasibility and 
-the synchronization of works. 'Ttie French and'Iielgian
schedules of work were satisfactorily co-ordinated.
Consultative Committee on Transport
30. At its meetings of 10-11 January and 31 January-l February 1967, the con-
sultative Committee on Transport continued the- draftihg of its fbrmal opinion on
the definition of transport on o*n accounr and the system of-vehicle hire.
As this matter has been found to have many very complex aspects, the Cornminee.
will meet again during March to f.inalize its opiirion.
Standardization in duty-free import of fuel: opinion of the Economic and Social
Committee
3i. 
. 
On 25 lanuary 1967 the Economic and Social Committee rendered its opinion
on the proposed Council directive concerning the standardization of provisionireht-
ing to duty-free import of fuel contained in the tanks of commercial vehicles (1).
The Committee approved the directive as such, but thoughi that the limit for duty-
free import should be 100 liues instead of 200 liues. lt'feared that if 200 litrls
were allowed, further distorsions of competition would occirr nor only among haulage
firms but also between road haulage an-d other modes of transport, io the -detrime"nt
of the latter.
The Committee also expressed, the view that unlimited duty-free imporr of fuel
contained in normal vehi-cle tanks should be allowed by 1 Janirary 1970'only if fuelprices and taxes had been harmonized by that time.
SOCIAL POLICY
Social security for rnigrant workers
Opinion of the Economic and Social Committee
32. On 25 January 1967 the Economic and Social Commirtee rendered it5 opinion
on the propoqe.d Co-uncil regulation- concerning the application of social s6curity
schemes to p.aid workers and their families moving wiihin the communiry. Thi;
regulation will consolidate Regulations Nos. 3 and-4 and other later regulitions on
social security.
The committee's opinion was favourable, subject to certain amendments. the com-
mittee considered that final elimination of all disadvantages and all discrimination
affecting migrant workers would only be possible by sdial harmonization, which
would have to be achieved as quickly as posi5le by meairs of the necessary adjusuhenu,
in accordance with common criteria, to nitional legislatiohs on the subject
(t, S* Brll.,lo No. 9/10-66, Ch. V, se.c. 48.
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The Committee was opposed to the new scheme for refund of the cost of benefits
in kind proposed by th,i Conmission (refund in full) and preferred to maintain the
present airangement (7 5/o).
The Committee considered that pensions should be paid independently to wotkers,
simply in accordance with the rEgulatioos of the Member States conceroed, if this
*eri more advantageous for workerJ than the pto rlra lemporis method.
\Fith regard to the collaboration of both sides of- indusuy-in Commuaity activity, the
Co--ittie suggested that the draft regulation be amended t9 
-permit active parti-
cipation of em!-loyers' and workers' repiesentatives in the adminisuation and applica-
ti6n of the regilaiion. To this end, thi Cornmittee proposed to have the Admioisua-
tive Commitrel assisted by an advisory committee cousisting of twelve rePrese-ntatiYes,
respectively from employers' 
.and from workers' organizations, which would reoder
oplnlons on marrers concerning the interpretation and application of the revised
r6gulations on social securiry for rnigrant workers, and make proposals.
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lll. External activities
GATT
Multilateral trade riegotiations
33. 
-k f generally agreed that with the resumption in January L967 the final phaseof the Kennedy rouod has begun.
On 12 January the EEC Council of Ministers debated the general report from the
Commission on the Geneva negotiations, and more particular:ly the condensed report
submitted by the Commission on the day following the Couacii session of 20 Deiem-
ber 1966.
This report was approved by the Council.
It was accordingly decided that the Commission should explain to the other parties
why the Community was unable to accept as a basis for discussion the liits of
poss_ible withdrawals- of offers, which had been submitrcd by the Contracting Parties
in Geneva on 30 November, and should state that the Commuoity would be obliged
to proceed_ similarly to submit a lisr of withdrawals if the lists 6f the other p"rii"s
bec"-e definitive.
It was moteover understood that the Commission would contioue negotiations at the
same time with the maior countries on tariff and oon-tariff problems as a whole
and on 
_the problem of 6isparities, the Americaa selling price a?rd world agricultural
co--odity agreements.
The Couocil furthermore approved the suggestion of the Co-mission that negotiations
should be resumed at the same time with the cootinentd European counrries, more
particularly the Scandinaviao countries and Switzedand, in ordei to seek together a
better bdance of mutual concessions. It was understood that the Commission might
explore more extensively than before the possibilities of a solution; the results-of
these all<s would subsequently be submitted-ro the Couocil, which would theo decide
what commitments might be undertaken by the Community.
In Geoeva the resumption of the negotiations and the opening of this new decisive
phase were not marked by *y notable event. Neverthiless work is in fact under
way in the 
.form o-f a series of bilateral contacts, particularly between the Community
and its major uading parmers: on the one hand, Switzedand and the Scandinavian
countries, on the other hand, the United Kingdom and the United States. This
procedure, wtrich-represents a 'fcognitioo of the fictual siruation regarding the problems
to be solved and thus an order of prioriry in seeking solutioosl obviously -does not
mean !_hat the part played by th. other countries can be igoored, more particularlythe effective contributioo to be made by the developed countries which have
pleaded a spcial situation to avoid keeping the general rules. It is a 
-atter ofdefining by means of these contacts the factors on either side which can form the
bases of mutually satisfactory agreemens, these in their turn representing the core
around which the final agreement with all the parries to the negotiation will be
established.
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Other business in GATT
34. The Commission took part in the GATT Council meetings in Geneva on
10and 26lanuary1967.
The EEC acceded ro a request from Brazil that it be temporarily relieved of its
obligations regarding tariff concessions in order to introduce a flew customs tariff
on 1 March 1967. Renegotiations on tariffs berween Brazil and the Cornmuniry have
begun.
The GATT Council has received an application from the Polish Government for
accession to the General Agreement. A working party on which the Communiry
will be represented has been set up to examine this application, to make recom-
mendations and, if appropriate, to draft a protocol of accession.\
BILATERAL RELATIONS
Austria
35. A further round of negotiations berween Ausuia and the Cornmunity took
place in Brussels from 30 January to 2 February 1967. The Ausuian delegation
was led by Dr Fritz Bock, Vice-chancellor and Federal Minister of Trade and
Indusuyi Dr Toncic-Sorinj, Federal Minister of Foreign Affairs aod Dr Kad
Schleinzer, Federal Minister of Agriculture for Austria also took part in these negotia-
tions. The EEC delegation was headed by M. Mansholt, Vice-president, and M. Rey,
member of the EEC Commission.
Continuing the discussion begun in mid-December, the two delegations reached a
further measure of agreement on the rules and timetable for the removal of obstacles
to trade in industrial products and for harmonization of the Austrian external tariff
with that of the Comfrunity. Definite proposals by the Ausuian delegation played
a significant part. Austria made known its views on the details of an iadependeot
commercial policy towards the easrern European counuies designed to further the
harmonious development of trade.
The Austrian delegation put forward its views on the substance and methods of
harmonization of Austrian agricultural policy with that of the Community as a Eearxt
of attaining the free movement of goods in the agricultural sector also. These views
were clarified in the course of the discussion.
The EEC Commission will report immediately to the Council on the discussion of
Austrian moves to harmonize agriculrural policy and on the results obtained as regards
the free movement of industrial goods and Austrian uade with eastern Europe. This
concludes the negotiations under the firsr additional mandate.
The negotiations took place as always in a constructive and cordial atmosphere and
are to be continued as soon as possible, after the decision of the EEC Council on the
second additional mandate.
Ireland
36. In connection with the bilateral contac$ existing berween Ireland and the
Communiry, Mr Neil Blaney, Irish Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, accompanied
by senior officials of the Minismies of Foreign Affaiis and'Agriculture, visited the
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commission on 4 and_ 5 lanuary 1967. The Irish delegation was received byM. Mansholt; the two delegations-held an exchange of views-on marters of a generil
narure,and more particularly agricultural problems.
Israel
3:7. Exploratory talks took place on 2j, 24, 25 and 26 January 1967 bemeen aCommission delegation and an Israeli delegarion. They were ireld in accordance
with the instructions of the Council, which -had at its sesiion of 6-7 o"."rob., i966
asked the Commission to undertake these discussions and to reporr on the froUi.-t
raised by the Israeli Government in its nore verbale and memoiandum of 4'October
1966.
The following joint communiqud was issued:
"Exploratory talks took place on 23,24,2j and 26 lanuaw 1967 between an Israeli
delegation led by Ambassador Amiel.E. Najar, head oi the Iiraeli Mission to the EEC,
and a Commission delegation headed by M.-Axel Herbsr, Director-General for ExterniRelations. These talks, which were -conducted in an atmosphere of cordialiw and
mutual 
.understanding, followed the lodging by Israel on 4 october 1966 of an
apphcatron- lor associarion with the EEC and a decision taken by the Communiry'l
council of Ministers on 7 Dec'ember 1966; they were withoul prejudice i" ir,.
form of any agreement that might be reached.
The Commission will now report to the Council with a view to the possible opening
of negotiations proper.
Problems connected with future economic and trade relations berween the Communiry
and Israel were reviewed and various possible solutions were discussed.
The Israeli delegation for,its par.t exp^re_ssed-the view that only an association agree-
menr could solve the problem of EEC-Israeli relations."
Representation of associated States
38.. The comperenr-institutions of the European Economic community took note
of.the appointment of Ambassador Bernardin Mlngul Diaka and Ambassadbr Hamacir6
N'Dour6 as new representatives of congo (Kinshasa) and Mali respectively.
Missions of non-rnember countries
39. 
..syria appointed Minister selim El-Yaf/ ,, 
".ring charg| d'affaires to the EECpending the appointment of a Head of Mission.
RELATIONS\UTITH INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Council of Europe
40. The Council of Europe^hel^d i9s. 18th sess.ion (3rd part) in Strasbourg berween
23 and 27 January 1967 with Sir Geoffrey de Freiras as presideot. ,
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The asenda included a debate on the general policy o! the council of FJrrope, on
;;;#il;.;;rilod aericulture and 5n scieniific'policy, as well as addresses by
tuti-Vitroo, the British Piime Minister (r) and M. Bran-dt,_Vice-Chancellor and Minister
o- Eo..ign' Affairs of the German Fed6ral Republic, which were of special interest
to the Communiry.
The first debate, introduced by M. Federspiel's report, was particularly concerned with
it. *iing of tension berweeri East and \7est an-d the expansion of the Commr''ity.
The debite on economic and agricultural mamers was pariicularly concerned with the
riiu.,ion regarding farm priceiin Europe. M. Federspiel, 
.rapporteur of the Com-
miitee on "Agric,Ilr*e, c'onsidered thai co-ordination on the European plane was
necessary in this sector.
Scientific policy was the subject of an address by the Italian minister M. Rubinacci
;;;;"refu'co-ordination'of scientific and teihnological research in view of the
United States'-advance in this field.
M. Brandt, Vice-chancellor and Minister of Foreign Affairs- of. the German Federal
Republic, in 
"n "c.ount 
of his country's foreign pol-icy, explained that Ger{rany would
noi h.do" the policy of easing tension in Europe with provisos. ' The Governmeot
;;;;;*i;.e ,o'*ork for the inification of Eur6pe and 6asing-of tension. It would
try to achieve peaceful co-existence in Germany as a step towaids more comPrehensive
solutioos of th-e German problem.
M. Brandt wenr on to advocate the streagtheoing aod expansion of_the Commuoities.g" *ia that Germany would welcomi the adcession of Great Briain and other
EFTA countries. He trusted that one day in East Europe too' not least in the
So"i., Unioo, ii would be realized that a Europe so unifie-d could and should be a
decisive factoi in the achievement of lasting peace in the world.
COMMON COMMERCIAL POLICY
Central panel of exPerts
4L. The central panel of experrs oo cornmerc;al policy met on ZL.lanYry 1967.
It examined the tiimetable of-commercial negotiations for the period l January to
30 April L967.
A broad exchange of views was held on criteria for. apglication of Article 115,
more particularly- on the meth-ods of co-operation to be-followed by the Member
States 
-to 
remove or reduce deflections of irade jusdfying recotuse to the safeguard
clause.
The oanel nored that the number of cases to which the protective measrues referred
to in'this article of the Treaty had been applied had ippreciably declined during
1966. This was laryely due to'the liberalizatibi measures idopted by certain Member
Siates, particularly i-n iegard to east European countries. It was also found that
-ort 
'of the deciiions in- force concerned -products originating from east Europgag
countries (50%) and Japan (287o). TEis situatiorl-w_as explained. by _the dif-
ferences still existing iir ttre import regulations applied by the Member States in
the case of Japaa and the east EuroPean countries.
(t) See Ch. I of this Bulletin.
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Recourse to this clause for goods originating in other non-member countries was
srore limited in scope because the import regulations were already largely harmonized
in respect of these countries.
Finally the panel continued the discussion on clauses to be inserted in multilateral
agreements on trade with non-member countries.
THE COMMUNITY AND THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
Trade and Development Committee
42. The Commission was represented at the eighth meeting of this Committee
which was held in Punra del Este (Uruguay) from 16 to 20 Janvry 1967 .
The emphasis was on the interest of the developing countries in the results of the
Kennedy round. These countries expressed thiir anxiety concerning the lists of
possible with&awals of offers submiited in Decembe, igee. ThE Comrnission
rePreseotative said that it was desirable to assess the offers made by the various
countries according to the real sacrifice of interests.
Turning to other items, the Committee expressed satisfaction with the activities
of the GATT Interoational Trade Ceotre, which it was generally agreed should
be further expanded in view of its great benefit to the developing counmies in
practical matters of inrernarional trade.
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lV. The Community and the Associated States
GREECE
43. The Council of Association held its 22nd session on 13 January 1967, at
ministerial level, under the chairmanship of M. van Elslande, Bellian Minister-for
European Affairs.
The Council dealt with the following matters :
a) Harmonization of Community and Greek agriculrural policies: Council of Asso-
ciation mandate of 2l July 1966;
-b) GAT f multilateral trade negotiations on tobacco.
The Council of Association studied closely the question whether the Communiry
might supply aid to Greek Agriculture. The Community and Greek delegations
recognized the need to compromise on their respective standpoints in order to find
a workable solution to the problems of harmonizing Community and Greek agri-
cultural policies that would be satisfactory to both parties. The Council of Asso-
ciation finally instructed rhe Association Committee to proceed with work under
the general terms of reference given to it on 21 July 1966 and in the light of the
results of the present session. The Council also instructed the Association Com-
mittee to reporr as soon as possible.
TURKEY
44. The EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary Cornmittee held its second meeiing in
Ankara on 6 and 7 January 1967 under the joint chairmanship of M. Tevetoglu,
Head of the delegation of the Turkish National Grand Assembly, and M. Moreau
de Melen, head of the European Parliament delegation.
M. H6ger, president of the Council of Association and of the F,FC Council of
Ministeis, M-. Qaglayangil, Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs and M. Toulemon,
director in the Directorate-General of External Relations of rhe EEC Commission,
attended the meeting of the Joint Parliarnentary Committee. This meeting had
been preceded by two meetings of the European Padiament's Cosrmittee for Asso-
ciation in Strasbourg on 17 October and in Brussels on 24 November 1966.
At the opening of the meeting M. Qaglayangil read a message addressed to the
Parliamentary Committee by M. Demirel, President of the Turkish Council of
Ministers, recalling once more that Turkey "considered it its dury to play an active
and constructive role in the creation of Europe, of which ir was an eisential part ".
A discussion was held on the first annual report on the activities of the Council
of Association, in the light of reports presenied by M. Erez, Turkish Minister of
Padiament, and M. Brunhes, of the European Parliament, on rhe subject.
' The Joint Parliamentary Committee adopted the followiog four recornmendations,
which dere transmitted to the Turkish National Grand Asiembly and to the Euro-
pean Parliament:
i) Recommendation,on the functioning of the association instirutions;
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ii) Recommendation on commercial relations between the EEC and Turkey;
iii) Recommendation on the application of the financial protocol;
iv) Recommendation on the emigration and vocational training of Turkish labour.
In these recommendations, the EEC-Turkey Joint Parliamentary Committee, while
expressing satisfaction with the functioning of the association insritutions, urged
that there should be more regular exchanges of information between the members
of its two delegations. It was grarifying that the national quoras opened for 1965
and L966 had been Iargely taken up, but ir recommended that action should be
taken to implement Article 6 of the provisional protocol to the Ankara Agreement,
under which the Council of Association was to adopt, from 1 December 1967,
measrues in favour of other Turkish products. It also expressed satisfaction at
the commitment up to the present of some 70 million dollars under the financial
protocol to the Association Agreement.
Finally, the Joint Committee expressed the desire that, wherever this was not already
the case, Turkish workers in the Communiry countries should enjoy working condi-
tions and social security equivalent to those of Communiry workers.
EUROPEAN DEVELOPMENT FUND
Financing decisions
45. On 14 January 1967, after endorsement by the EDF Committee, the Commission
approved grants from the Fund for eight schemes to a total of 20007 000 u.a. (1).
1) Second annual instalment of aid to 'production in Madagascar:
t923r00 000 Frs. MG, or about 7792000 u.a. , This instalment is to be devoted
to price support for rice and pepper, strucrural improvements relating to these
products, as well as coffee and cotton (fertilizers, insecticides, seed) and to a pro-
gramme to assist the rationalization and development of rice production.
2) Intensive cultivation in a part 
- 
some 5 000 hectares 
- 
of a plain in the
Ruzizi valley in Burundi: 633 500 000 Frs. BU, e{uivalent to 7 240 000 u.u
An area of 3 500 hectares will be irrigated and given over to the intensive culti-
vation of . rice and cotton and various food crops in rotation. Two thousand rwo
hundred families will be settled on the irrigated plots. The project provides for
the following: construction of a network of channels and roads over the area of
J 000 hectares; improvement of the land according to the crops to be grown and
the methods of cultivation to be applied; assistance in the development of villages
(barns, schools, clinics, tree plantations, gardens, orchards); setting up of a combined
experimental station and nursery and a centre for rural development; building of
a iice mill for husking rice grown in the area; establishment of a pilot cattle-
raising cenffe to provide draught animals for farming.
3) Construction of. a hydro-electric power station at Rwegura in Burundi:
11371000 Frs. BU or 130000 u.a. The object is to supply electric power to
ttlfr".:lr.
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a tea factory the building of which was financed by the fitst EDF. The reduction
in the cost of tea resulting from this cheap supply of power will give the pro-
ducers better profit margins.
4) Installation of a power line from Mururu to Cyangugu-Shagasha in Rwanda:
7 900 000 Frs. RST or 79 000 u.a. The object is to supply electric power to
a rca factory the building of which was financed by the first EDF. The fowerline will be.l2.6 km. long and carry 15000 volts. Use of elecuicity from the
line will keep the cost price of the tea ar a competirive level.
,) Hospital building and medical equipmenr in the Likouala prefecrure in Congo(Brazzaville): 96 300 000 Frs. CFA or about 390 000 u.a.
The scheme provides for the building and equipping of a medical centre at Impfondo
consisting mainly of two hospital wards each containing 30 beds and a small hospital
at Dongou with 12 beds. This project will help to remedy the rudimentary and
decrepit nature of the medical installations oow serving this region.
6) Laying on of water and elecuiciry supplies to the town of Koudougou and
its textile mill in Upper Volta: 290 000 000 Frs. CFA or about 1 175 000 u.a.
These services will make it possible to ser up a textile mill to be run by a partly
government-owned firm (Voltex), which will be the first large-scale industrial enter-
prise to be established in Upper Volta. This concero, which will be supplied with
raw cotton from local plantations will considerably alleviare the country's trade
deficir.
7) Modernization of the Dosso-Gaya road : 680 000 000 Frs. CFA or about
2755 000 u.a.
The purpose of the scheme is to improve and asphalt the Dosso-Gaya highway
along 
-irs non-surfaced secion, i.e. 98 km, and where it passes rhrough Doss6,i.e. 1 350 m.
This is one of a number of schemes under consideration by the Govern-ent of
Niger to modernize the country's road network. Parts of the programrne have
flrif_dy been financed_ out of the first EDF and are in process of eiecu"tion. Road-building surveys have been financed.
As..it will bring abo-ut a reduction in transport costs, rhe execution of this project
will narrow the difference berween the stindard of living of the people -in 'the
Mger Republic and that of the inhabitants of more favourel neighbouiing countries.
9) Iqplqy.m_ent 9! surface- water .drainage in the town of Cotonou in Dahomey:110000000 Frs. CFA or abow 446000 u.a. The proiect is to consruct a ner-
work of drains in two low-lying areas in the town 6f Cotonou so that they may
henceforth be free from seasonal flooding. This assistance completes the finincin!
from the first EDF for the drainage, n5w in plogress, of the'gr."t r part of thE
disuicrs tfueatened by floods.
These decisions bring the total commitments of the sec-ond European Development
Fund since its inception to approximately 358 252 000 u.a. for 173 pr6jects.
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Second EDF Commitrrents at 22 Nouember 1966
O. AGRICULTURAL PRICE SUPPORT
1. DEVELOPMENT OF PRODUCTION
12. Structural improvement of agricul-
tural production
13. Agricultural diversifi cation
!4. \ew agricultural developments16. Livestock and fishing
16. Development of co-operatives
17. Rural and pastoral wlter supply
18. Industrial diversification " '
19. Trade promotion
Total I
2. MODERNIZATION OF ECONOMIC
INFRASTRUCTURE
Ports
Roads aud bridges
Railways
Telecommunications
Airports
Energy
Total 2
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
31. Training of senior staff
32, Education
33. Public health
34. Urban water suoolv
!!. plban lrainage'a:nl sewerage30. Electrifcation
Total 3
1. MISCELLANEOUS
4l . Development programming
42. Information
43. Emergency aid
Total 4
Totalt +Z+g+4
* Funds not yet allocated (r)f Agricultural price support'
: Total commitments
Stabilization of prices of agricultural
products (t) -
3r 0r4
60 894
30 007
6 023
2 t47
8 668
8 005
260
I 934
88 00rI t70
4
727
63
2t.
22.
23.
24.
26.
28.
146 524
s9 889
t6 477
26 472
22 533
0 095
6 766
6
78 737
2 362
327 Stz
6 070
44.5
30.4
24,0
r00.00
3.
I 887qqR
250
3 640
28 009
369 467
0.7
(Sectors of activity)
(in 
'ooo *a,)
Jt) Thls refes to that Put of tbe o-verall amounts available unde! the heading of techolcal assistance linked with
i:"ff,#S:,1?$.ilstrlli,j::1r", o-operation lstuaei not yet'uiea- ryTri'ED-F;;fu4;a1-"-.iiirlTi-oriilii(!) Prie stabilization 'advues are iuanced from the liquid asts of the EDF (Conveution, Art, 20) aud their totalnecd not bo added to that of co@itEents.
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V. lnstitutions and organs
THE COUNCIL
205th session
The Council held its 205th session on 12 January 1967 with M. Renaat Van Elslande,
Belgian Minister of European Affairs, in the chair.
It dealt with the following *ur..rr,
GATT negotiations:
The Council examined the situation regarding the trade negotiations in GATT. It
defined guidelines and principles to govern the Communiry's attitude and course
of actio-n (see Ch. II, sec. 33).
Freedottt of ettablishrnent dnd. freedom ro !ilPPly seraices
The Council approved in the Community languages a directive on freedom of
establishment and freedom to supply services in a self-employed capaciry, in the
following sectors:
1) Real estate (with the exception of 6401) (ISIC Group 640);
2) Certain "business services not elsewhere classified" (ISIC Group 839).
European Deaelopment F und
The Council approved a proposal for a grant from the European Development Fund
in aid of the esrablishment of a textile factory at Fort-Archar.nbault (Chad).
206th session
The Council held its 206th session oo 23 and 24 January 1967 ulder the chairman-
ship of M. Charles Heger, Belgian Minister for Agriculrure.
An account of the proceedings will be found in Chapter II, section 17.
THE COURT OF JUSTICE
Cases pending
Case 30 I 66-KurtA. Becherv. EEC Commission
On 7 December 1966 a new claim for damages was submitted to the Court of
Justice under Article 215, second paragraph, of the Treary; the claim is based on
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the Court's ruling of 1 July 1965 in consolidated cases 106 and 107/63, which
upholds a safeguard clause against the import of. maize into Germany (1).
The case is similar to consolidated cases 5,7, l1-2L and 22-24166 already before
the Court of Justice.
Case L 167 
- 
M. Stanislas Ciechelski v. Caisse r6gionale de securit6 sociale
. 
du Centre (France)
On 4 January L967 the Oddans Court of Appeal submitted to the Court of Justice
a request for a prelirninary ruling on the interpretation of Article 51 of the Traty
.of Rome and Articles 27 and 28 of Regulation No. 3 of the EEC Council concerning
the social security of migrant workers (2).
Case 2167 
- 
M. Auguste de Moor v. Caisse de pension des employCs priv6s
(Luxembourg)
On 23 January 1967 the High Court of Justice of the Grand Duchy of Luxemboug
submimed to the Court of Justice a request for a preliminary ruling on the ister-
, pretation of the provisions of Regulation No. 3 of the EEC Council concerning the
social securiry of migrant workers (3).
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
The Economic and Social Commirtee held its 59th session on 25 and 26 lanuary
1967 in Brussels, under the chairmanship of M. Major.
The Committee rendered opinions on the following matters:
1. Proposal for a Council directive concerning the approximation of Member
States' legislation on wheeled agricultural uactors (maxim,r- speed, drivers' seat aod
loading platform) (see Ch. II, secs. 3 and 7).
This opinion was adopted ,ten . con. with four abstentions.
The Council had referred the proposal to the Committee on 6Ma,y 1966.
2. Proposals for Council directives concerning the approximation of Member
States' legislarion on
a) Measuring instruments in general
b) Clinical maximum therrnometers, glass, mercury
c) Block weigths in the medium error category from 5 to 50 kg.
d) Cylindrical weights ia the medium error category from 1 g. to 10 kg.
(see Ch. II, secs. 3 and 8).
, This opinion was adopted nenz. con. with nine abstentions.
The Council.had refered the proposals to the Committee on 6May L966.
(1) See off.icial gazeue No. 241, 28 December 1966.('z) Ibid., No. 14, 24 Jan'tary 1967.(3) Ibid., No. 30, 22 Februaty 1967.
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3. and 4. Proposal for a Council directive on the application of social 
.securiry
schemes to paid workers and their families moving withln the Community, and
proposal for-a Council decision making Art.51 of the Treaty applicable to the
-Irrench Overseas Departments (see Ch. II, sec. 32).
These opioions were unanimous.
The Council had referred the proposals to the Committee on 1 March 1966.
5. Proposal for a Council directive concetning problems of standardization- of pro-
visions ielating to rhe dury-free import of fuel contained in commercial vehicle
tanks (see Ch. II, sec. 31). .
This opinion was adopted by 69 votes to 1 with 15 abstentions.
The Council had referred the proposal to the Cornmittee on 29 July 1966.
i. Report on the situation in the fishing industry in the EEC Member States
and baiic principles for a common policy (see Ch. II, sec. 25).
This opinion was unanimous.
The Commission had referred this report to the Committee in pursuance of
Article 43(2) of the Rome Treary on 6 July 1966.
7. Proposal for a Council direcrive concerning hpalth requirernents and health
inspectiilo on the import of cattle and pigs and fresh meat from non-member
coulntries and draft Council decision setting up a Veterinary Cornmittee (see Ch. II,
sec. 26).
This opinion was unanimous.
The Council had referred the proposals to the Committee on 1 March 1966'
Duriig this session M. Mansholt, Vice-President of the Commission, 
_address.C ,hq
Cornm-irtee on the programme which the Corpmission and the Council had adopted
on agricultural mattels f-or the period up to July 1968.
MONETARY COMMITTEE
The Monetary Committee held its 89th session on 11 January 1967 with M. van
Lennep in the chair. The Committee reviewed the rnain international rno_oetary
problems in preparation for the meeting of Finance Ministers held in Th-e.Hague
-on 16 and 17 january 1967. The Committee also held a preliminary dis.cussion
of its ninth annual report.
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VI. European lnvestment Bank
Loan contracts
Greece
The European Investment Bank has recently concluded, with Greece, a loan contracr
of an equiv_{ent of US $: 000 000 for the financing of the irrigation project in
the plain of Karditsa (Thessaly).
This project entails the development of 16 000 hectares of land, by the establish-
ment of an irrigation sysrem -overing a surface of 14 000 hectares. The Bank
having already participared in financing the irrigation project in the plain of salq-
nica, the presenr projecr is thus its second inrervention in this settor. These
projects are of parricular importance for the development of Greece. Indeed
agriculture. has rem_ained preponderanr in the country'i economy: it employs 5O/o
of the active population ind- contributes 287o to th6 gross national pr&uct, BO/o
to 
.exports 3nd .15-20Vo to imports. It so happens ihar its productiviry is low
and- the value-added per capita of the agriculturl sector repres-enrs no more than
half of the national average. Hence, Gretk developmenr policy is aimed at obtain-
ing better yields and the diversification of productioi, by m?ans'of the modernization
and rationalization of agriculture.
Ir-tigation is one__of 
-the most influential means of this policy and the developmenrof the plain of Karditsa is one of those projects to whiih the Government at?aches
most_ importanc-e. 
.Its execution will ensure the more effective employment of the
9 500 people forming_ the--active population of the region and will'improve the
per capita income. 
-It will -make it possible to reduce-the cereal crops in favourof 
.more interesting forms of production: corton, sugar beet, vegetables-, fruit,'milk
and meat, which will be almost entirely absorbed by the domdsric 
-arket, 
-where
they will replace imported producc. The project will also make its effects felt
in.the.neighbouring-areas, stimulating the activity of the industries processiag agri-
cultural products and the service entErprises of Trikkala, Larissa and Malia ii, pu.-
ticular.
The project will !e carried 
-ogt under ,the responsibiliry of the Ministry of Agri-culture and the Ministry of_Public ITorks. 
. 
The works-will be executed'by priv-ate
enterprises and specialized Government services.
The 
- 
lcf.n represenrs neaily- 28Vo of the cos.t of the part of the project selected
by 
-tfrd Bank- It benefits from an interest subsidy of 57o p.r .nn,..in 'on the partof Member States, by virtue of the provisions of ihe financi-al protocol of the Aiso-
ciation Agreement.
Congo (Brazzaville)
The 
.European In-v-elment- Bank signed in Brussels with the Compagnie des potas-
ses du Congo "cPC" a loan contiact for the equivalent of 2.2.'th-ousand million
francs cFA (! million units of account) for th6 financing of a mining complex
in the Congo Republic (Brazzaville).
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The project consists in the operation of the potash deposit at Saint-Paul (Holle),
rhe annual production of which will be approximately 500 000 tons of K'zO in merchant
products. - It also provides for the tonsuuction of a wharf for the leading of
ore-carriers at about 3 km from the port of Pointe-Noire.
The mining of the Holle potash has priority in the 1964-68 Interim Economic and
Social Development Plan of the Congo Republic.
The project, which will make it possible to create 650 jobs, offers considerable
advantages for the economy. By 1971, it would enable the gross domestic pro-
duction of the Congo to be stepped up by 11 to l2Vo. It will also have an appre-
ciable effect on the balance of payments and will be a substantial source of addi-
tional revenue for the public finances.
The total cosr of the project is in the region of 20 thousand million francs CFA
(approx. 82 million units-of account). Ttris is the first joint financial operation
of ihe International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the European
Investment Bank in the African States and Madagascar associated with the European
Economic Communiry. The loan of the lVorld Bank (US $30 million) repre-
sents the equivalent of 7.5 thousand million francs CFA. The Banque Nationale
de Paris also contributes to the financing of the project.
The loan -of the European Investment Bank, which has a rate of interest of 7/o,
is guaranteed by the -Mines Domaniales de Potasse d'Alsace 'MDPA" and the
Bureau de Recherches Gdologiques et Minidres (BBGM).
This operation is the Bank's first intervention in the Congo Republic (Brazza.-
ville). It is being carried out in accordance with the Yaoundd Convention between
the European Eionomic Communiry and the sevbnteen African States and Mada'
gascar associated with the Communicy.
Bonds issue
Italie
The European Investmenr Bank just signed a contract at the Banca Commerciale
Iraliana iJMilan concerning the issue of bonds for.a total value of 25 million dollars.
The bonds have been underwritten and are offered to the public by a syndicate
formed ar the initiative of the Banca Commerciale Italiana and comprising Kuhn,
Loeb g Co. and the Banque Internationale i Luxembourg S.A.
The bonds, with a maximum duration of 15 years, bqar interest at 6 ll27o per
annum. They aie offered for public subscription in Luxembourg as from 20 January
1967, at a rate of.987o.
The bonds will be redeemed at par in t0 annuities as from I February 1973.
The bonds have been admitted to the official quotation on the Luxembourg Stock
Exchange. Application will be made to list them on the Milan and New York
Stock Exchanges.
The net proceeds from the sale of the bonds will be used by the European Investment
Bank for im general lending operations.
The European Investment Bank's funded debt, including this issue, totals approxi-
mately 377.2 million units of account.
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M iscellaneous
Family budgets in Germany
The Statistical Office of the European Communitiei fras published, in its Social Sta-
tistics series, the results of the survey of expendinue and- consumption rerurns made
Ly 9000 households,in the Federal hepublii of Germany (refereice year 1962163).
These households belong to the following social and occupational sectioos: workers
and employees, civil servants and farmers.
This publication, which follows simiiar studies of family budgets in Luxembourg,
the Nethe-rland, Belgium and Italy, gives interesring in'formadion on standards ii
living, and provides ample statistics oh the amounr ind pattern of expeodirure aod
consumption by these fam;llsr in respect of 286 different goods and services.
A companion publication on France and another containing a collation and econo-
metric analysis of the considerable body of statistics compi-led in the course of the
entire survey of family budgets will be published in a few months' tirne.
Statement by the Union of Master-Craftsrnen of the EEC
The Union of Master-Craftsmen of the EEC has communicated to the Commi55ion its
views on the formation of groupings of agricultural producers ds advocated by the
Commission.
The Union stresses that its members are interested in groupings of agricultural pro-
ducers since these will offset the structural weakness 6f .r'u-"".ors s7attered f"imr.
Thgy ar9 
_also interested because of the threat preseoted to certain trades (butchers
and pork-butchers) by extending the sphere of activiry of groups of livestock farmers
to 
.the .meat grarketing and meat processing stage, and because of the possibiliry of
unioas being formed to represent groups of tliis kind in several cbuntries.
The Union therefore urges that subsidies from. public funds and exemptions from
the Treaty's-provisions.relatiag to competition be-sufficiently limited to-obviate any
distorsion of competition berween grolpings of agriculrural producers and artisan
undertakings. IThtre certain trades aie aiveisely affelted, appro'priare measrues should
be taken ia close co-operation with represenrative! of these ua??s. -
Statement by Consumers'Contact Committee in the Common Market
The Consurners' Contact Committee has once again declared that it is in favour of
citrus fruit which has been ueated with diphenyl being stamped to this effect so
that consumers may be aware of the fact.
The Com-ittee also expressed the hope that with the harmonization of national
regulations on preserves, jams, fruit jellies and chestnut cream consumers would be
fully informed of the composition and nature of the products used.
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Trade Union support for Israeli application
In a joint letter addressed to M. Hallstein, President of the EEC Commis-sion, the
Europian organizations of the ICFTU and the IFCTU expressed great satisfaction at
the ooenins-of exploratory talks between a delegation from the Commission and an
Israeli dele!'ation fo^llowing the lodging of an associition application by Israel.
Visits to the Commission
Visit by the Presiden't-elect of Brazil
The President-elecr of Brazil, Field Marshal Arthur de Costa e Silva paid a corutesy
visit to the EEC Commission. He was received by M. Jean Rey, the member
responsible for external relations, since President Hallstein was not in Brussels.
Mrie Odette de Carvalho e Souza, Ambassador and Head of the Brazilian Mission to
the EEC, and M. Herbst, Director-General at the Commission, attended the meeting,
togerher with other senior Brazilian and Commission officials.
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News from AASM
Large educational complex built in Mali
Secondary school and, teacher training college at Bamah,o
Situated 
_on a_ broad plateau on the- right bank of the river Niger overlooking the
town of Bamako, capital of the RepubliC of Mali, this complex comprising a secoidary
school and a teacher training college built with aid from the European -Development
Fund is one of the most important school-building projects to have been comlleted
in Africa.
Twelvb hundred pupils, 900 of them boarders, will be attending classes in the secon-
dary sctrool from- February 1967. There will be rwo courses rangiog from sixth
grade 
.(corresponding to Second Form in an English^ school) .ro maih6matiques 616-
mentaires et sciences exp6rimenales (: Maths and Science Sixth). Three hundred
other students will follow courses at the reacher training college.
The. plans were made by SETAP (France) and TEKHNE (Belgium) taking into
consideration local conditions and the functional and pedagogical elements which-go to
make up modern educational establishments.
The buildings were grouped so as to avoid excessively long access parhs berween the
various buildings and weie placed in the most favourable position ln relation to sun
and wind. The greatest possible use was made of narural ventilation to avoid the
need for air-conditioning. The premises in which the main activities of the
secondary school and the training college are pursued were so placed as to take
advantage of the wide panoramic views from the pliteau.
Since the region is rich in good quality natural stone of varied warm colours, it was
decided to use reinforced concrete for the ourer walls with dividing and retaining
w-alls of quarry-stone. The standardization and prefabrication of units-allowed the usE
of building-techniques.ngw 19 the- region, and rurned the vast sire into a training
centre for foremen and skilled tradesmen. In attention m detail and in rhe sobei
and. judicious selec-tion of materials for the rnain construction and for finishing, a
realistic view has been taken of the wear and rear ro which the buildings wilf be
subject and their upkeep.
The architecrural style chosen, the balance between the buidings and the nobiliry of
execution are a measute of the importance attached by the Mili authorities and the
EEC to the realization of this educational complex.
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PUBLICATTONS OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
Items concerning the activities of the European Economic Community publishdd
in the official Bazette of the European Communities between 16 January and
18 February 1967
.,*ON'A* PARLIAMENT
W'ritten questions and replies
No 88 de M. Toubeau ir Ia Commissioo de Ia CEE. Obl.c A-inrg..ent
progressif du r6gime frangais d'importation de pdtrole brut et de produits
frtroliers (No. 88 by M. Toubeau to the EEC Commission: Progres-
sive adjustment of French import arrangements for crude oil and
pecroleum products)
No 104 de M. Thorn l la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Relations de
Ia CEE avec les pays du Maghreb (AlgCrie, Maroc, Tunisie) (No. 104
bv M. Thorn to the EEC Commission: Relations between the EEC and
tlie Mahgreb countries (Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia)
No 10) de M. Oele au Conseil de Ia CEE. Obiet: Droit europden de
brevets (No. 105 by M. Oele to the EEC Council: European patent law)
No 106 de M. Hansen I la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Emploi du
diph6nyle et de ses dirivis en vue de la conservation des agrumes(No. 106 by M. Haosen to the EEC Commission: Use of diphenyl and
its derivatives to preserve citrus fruits)
No 107 de M. Berkhouwer I la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Harmo-
nisation des ligislations (No. 107 by M. Berkhouwer to the EEC
Commission: Approximation of legislation)
No 108 de M. Richarts i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Amdnage-
ment de la route Afgoi-Scialambot (Somalie) (No. 108 by M. Richarts
to the EEC Commisiion: Improvement of the Afgoi-Scialambot road in
Somalia)
No 113 de M. Blondelle i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Evolution
du bilan d'approvisionnement de la Communaut6 en produits agricoles
depuis 1958 (No. 113 by M. Blondelle to the EEC Commission:
Development oi the Comriunity's agricultural imports and supplies
since 1958)
No 115 de M. Pedini l la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Personnel
de coopdration techoique du FED dans les Etats associ€s (No. 115 by
M. Pedini to the EEC Commission: Personnel omployed on EDF technical
co-operation proiects in the associated States)
No 117 de M. Toubeau i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Suite t6serv6ei la question 6crite no 88 relative I l'am6nagemeot progressif du r6gime
franEais d'importation de p6trole brut et de produits pdtroliers (No. 117
by M. Toubeiu to the EEC Commission: Reply to written question No. 88
oi the progressive adiustment of French import arrangements fot crude
oil and petroleuln products)
No 118 d'e M. Deringei ir la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Mesures
d'effet dquivalent i dei droits de douane et i des restrictions quantitatives(No. il8 by M. Deringer to the EEC Commission: Measures equivalent
in effect to cllstoms duties and quatitative restrictions)
No 112 de M. Armengaud i la Commission.de la CEE. Obiet:'Proiet
de loi allemand sur les moyens techniques de travail (No. 112 by
M. Armengaud to the EEC Commission: German Bill on technical means
of work
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No 114 de M. Pedini I la Commissioo de la CEE. Objet: Pr6ts
accordds par le Fonds europdeo de d6veloppement et la Banque euto-
pdeone d'investissemeot aux Etats africains et malgache associ6s (No. 114
by M, Pediai to the EEC Co--ission: Loaos glanted to the associated
Africao States and Madagascar by rhe European Development Fund
and the European Investment Baok)
No 120 de M. Dittrich l la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Tarifs
sp6ciaux de la Deutsche Bundesbaho applicables arxr traosports au dCpart
ou I destination de cettaines gares de Sarre (No. 120 by M. Ditrich
to the EEC Commission: Special German Bundesbahn tariffs for traosport
to or from certain points in the Saar)
No 122 de M. Richarts i la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Proiet de
loi allemaod sur les poids et mesures (No, 122 by M. fucharts to
the EEC Co--ission: Getmao Bill on weights aod measures)
No 102 de M. Blaisse I la Commissioo de la CEE. Objet: Discrimioatioo
au sens de l'artide 95 du Trait6 de la CEE (No. 102 by M. Blaisseto the EEC Co--ission: Discrimination within the meaaing of
Attide 95 of the EEC Treaty)
No 110 de M. Oele I la Co--ission de la CEE. Obiet: Am6lioratioo
des ctitires de s6orrit6 applicables I la construction de vdhicules auto-
mobiles (No. 110 by M. Oele to the EEC Cornmissioo: Improvemeot
of safery standards io the maoufacnrre of motor vehicles)
No 116 de lvl Badiog I la Commiss'ion de la CEE. Objet: Uniformisatioo
des ldgislations relatives aux poids et mesrues (No. 116 by M. Badiog
to the EEC Commission: Uoiformity io legislatioo on weights aod
measures)
No 124 de M. Vredeliog )r la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Coopdra-
tion daos tg dsmaiss social eotre la CEE et les Eraa membres (No. 124
by M, Vredeliog to the EEC Commissioo: Cooperation betweeo the
EEC aod the Member States ia social matters)
No 123 de M. Vredeling ) la Commission de ta CEE Obiet: Groupe-
ments agricoles d'erploitatioo en commuo (No. 123 by M. Vredeling
to the EEC Commission: Farmiog syndicates)
No 126 de tv{. Vredeliog } la Co-mi5sioo de la CEE. Objet: Riglement
no 3/63/CEE (No. 126 by M. Vredeling to the EEC Commission:
Regulatioo No. 3/63/CEE) n
No 127 de M. Pleven I la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Exponatioos
fraogaises de poulets et d'ceufs en coquille vets l'Alleoaeoe (No. 127
by M. Pleven to the EEC Co--issioo: Freoch exports of chickens aod
shell eggs to Germaoy)
Open competitive examisation
Modificatif I l'avis de coocours g6oiral oo PElr/A (admioistrateur pria-
cipal-bibliothCcaire) publi€ au Jburnal officiel no 212 dt 21 oovembre1966 (Amendmeot to ootice of opeo competitive examioation
No. !E/5/A (principal administrative officer-libiariao) published inio official gazette No. 212 of 2L November 1966)
COTINCIL AND COMMISSION
Regulations
Riglement rc 9/67/CEB de la Commission, du 21 iaavier 1967,portant fixation des coefficieots d'adaptation I appliquer au prix d'achat
pr6vu pour les choux-fleurs par le rEglement no 2/67/CEE-du Conseil(Commission Regulation No 9/67/CEE of 25 Jaouary 1967 on the
adjustment coefficients to be applied to,the support price fixed for cauli-
flowers in Council Regulation No. 2/67/CFE)
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Rlglemeot rc 10167/CEB de la Commission, du 2J iaovier 1967, portaot
fixation des coefficients d'adaptation ) appliquer au prix d'achat pr6vu
pour les oraoses par le rlglemeot oo 3/67/CEE du Conseil (Commission
iteeulation No.'10l67leEE of 25 'January 1967 on the adjustment
coeTficients to be applied to the support price fired for oraoges io
Council Regulation No. 3167ICEE)
REglement no Ll/67 /CEE de la Commission, du 25 iawier 1967, portaot
fixition des coefficieots d'adaptation I appliquer au ptix d'achat pr6vu
pour les citrons par le riglement oo 1/67 /CEE du Cooseil (Comoission
Regulation No.- |U67[CEE of, 21 Januaty 1967 or the adjustment
coeTficients to be applied to the support price fixed fot lemons in Council
Regulation No. 5 / 67 ICEE)
Rlglement no 12/67 ICEE de la Commission, du 2) jewier 1967, Portzultfixition des coefficients d'adaptation I appliquer au prix d'achat ptdvu
oour les mandarines oar le rielement rc 4/67 /CEE du Conseil (Commis-
iion Regulatiot No.'12/67/'CEE of 2) Ja"u"ry 1967 on the adjustment
coefficieots to be applied to the support price fixed for maodarins in
Couocil Regulatioo No. 4/67/CF-E)
Riglement no 1)/67 ICEE de la Commissioo, du 25 janvier 1967, portaotfixitioo des coefficieots d'adaptatioo i appliquer au prix d'achat pr6nr
Dour les pommes par te rlglemeat no 6/67/CEE du Conseil (Commis'
iion Regrilatiot No L3/6I/CEE of 2) Jawary 1967 or the adjustment
coefficieots to be applied to the support price fixed for apples in Council
No 6/67ICEE)
Rlglement no |4/67/CEE de la Commissioo, du 2) iaavier .1967,
ooitaot fixation des coefficieots d'adaotation I aooliquer au Drix d'achat
irrdvu pour les poires par le rlglimenr oo'i/67/cEE dlr Conseil(Commission Reeuladoa No. 14/67ICEE of. 21 January 1967 on the
idjustment coeffiiieots to be applied to the support price fixed fot pears
io Council Regulation No. 7 /67 ICEE)
RBglement no $/67/CEE de la Commission, du 25 iaovier 1967, fixaot
la liste des march6s repr6sentatifs I la production pout les choux-fleurs,
or,roges, maodarines, ciiroos, pommes et-poires (Commission Regulation
No.1r/67/cEE of 21 Jaouary i967 ctiblishing a list of repteseotative
markets for cauliflowets, oranges, mandatins, lemons, apples and peats)
Rlglement ao 16/67/CEE de Ia Commission, du 27 jaovier 1967, fixast
le montaot maxirnum des restitutioas applicables, l partir du 30 iaovier
1967, aux exportatioos vers les pays tiers de viande bovine coogel6e
o'ayant pas fait l'obiet de mesutes d'ioterventioo (Commission Regu'
lation Nb. |6/67/CEE ot 27 Jarluary L967 lixing the maximum refuods
aoolicable from 30 Taouarv 7967 io exports to ooo-member countries
o?'froreo beef aod ved ihich have not been the subject of market
support measures)
Rlelemeot rc 17/67/CEE de la Qsmmi5siqs, du 27 jaovier 1967,
relitif aux demandes de concouri prdsent&s au FEOGA, sectiotr olienta-
tion, pour la rCparatioo des do--ales caus6s par des iooadations en Italie(Com?nissioo ltesulation No. 17 /67 lCEB of z7 Jaouary 1967 concern-
ing applications to the EAGGF, Guidaace Secion, for aid to make
good the flood daoage in ltaly)
Rdglement rc 18/67 /CEE de la Com-issioo, du 30 jaovier 1967, portaot
fixitioo des pr6ldvemeots daos le secteur de l'huile d'olive (Commissioo
Regulation No. l8/67lCEE of 30 Jaouary 1967 fixitr, levies oo
olive oil)
Rlelement no. L9/67/CEE de la Cornmission, du 30 jaoviet 1967,
limitaot la dur6e de validitd de certaios certificats d'importation et d'ex'
oortatioo pour les aliments compos6s pour aoimaux (Commissioo Regu'
iation No. L9/67/CEE of 3O-Janua-ry 1967 limiting the vdidiry of
certaio import and export licences for compouod feedingstuffs)
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Rlglement rc 20/67/CEE de la Commission, du 1"' fdvrier 1967,
relatif I certaines modalit6s d'application des resritutions et prdllvemeotsi I'exportation d'huile d'olive (Commission Regularion No. 20/67/CEE
of 1 February 1967 on certain implementing procedures'relating to refunds
and levies on exports of olive oil)
Rlglement no 2l/67 /CEE dc la Commission, du 2 f|vrier 1967, portant
fixation des priltvements dans le secteur de I'huile d'olive (Commission
Regulation No. 2l / 67 /CEE of 2 Februa ry L967 fixiog levies on olive oil)
Rdglement rc 22/67 ICEE de la Commission, du 6 fivrier 1967, fixantle volume de la consommation totale annuelle de I'industrie pour les
besoins intdrieurs, dans Ie secteur du riz (Commission Regulation
No. 22/67/CEE of 6 February 1967 determining the rotal annual
volume of rice used by processing industries to supply the home market)
No. 20, 2.2.67
No. 21, 2.2.67
No. 23, 8.2.67
Rdglement no 23/67/CEE de la Commission, du 6 fdvrier 1967, modi-
fiant certains pr6ldvements_ fix6s. par lerlglement n9-202
i
.o 2/66/CEE pour
No. 23/67/CEE otles pintades ibattues (Commisiion Regulation 6 February 1967 amending certain levies fixed by Regulation
No. 202/67/CEE for slauehteied euinea-fowl)16i/  g ter d g
Riglement no 24 / 67 / CEE de la Commission, du 14 f&rier 1967 , porranr
fixation des pr6livements dans le secteur de l'huile d'olive (Commission
Regulation No. 24/ 67 / SEE of L4 February 1967 fixing levies on olive oil)
Rlglement no 25167/CEE de la Commission, du 14 fi|vrier L967, relarif
aux modalit6s d'application de la suspension du pr6ldvement I l'importa-
tion d'huile d'olive utilisde pour la fabrication de certaines conserves(Commission Regulation No 21 /67 /CEE of L4 February 1967 on irnple-
menting procedures relating to the suspension of the levy on imports of
olive oil used in the manufacture of certain preserved foods)
Rlglement no 26/67/CEE de la Commission, du 14 f6vrier 1967, modi-
fiant la date de mise en application en R6publique f6d6rale d'Allemagne
du r6gime de certificats d'importation er -d'expbrtation dans le secGurde I'huile d'olive (Commission Regulation No. 26/67 /CEE of
14 February 1967 amending the date on which the system of import and
export licences for olive oil will come into fdrce in the Federal Republic
of Germaoy)
REglement no 27/67/CEE de la Commission, du 14 f6vrier 1967, relatif.i certaines dispositions transitoires applicables dans le secteur des
arachides et des huiles d'arachides en France (Commission Regulation
No. 27/67/CEE of 14 February 7967 on certain transitional pr-ovisions
applicable to groundnuts and gioundnut oils in France)
Riglement no 28/67/CEE de la Commission, du 15 f6vrier 1967, proro-
geant certaines dispositions du rdglement rc 192/64/CEE, relati-f aux
modalit6s d'intervention sur le march6 du beurre (Commission Regulation
No. 28/67/CEE of l5 February 1967 extending certain provis'ions of
Regulation No. 192/64/CEE on'market support ineasures for butter)
Rlglement no 29/67 /CEE de la Commission, du 1) fivrier 1967, portant
fixation des montants forfaitaires pour cercains oroduits laitiers oour la
campagne laiti|re 1967/1968 (Commission Regulation No. 129/67/CEE
of 15 February 19_67 fixing the standard amounts for certain milk producrs
lot rhe 7967/ 1968 milk year) - No. 27, 16.2.67
Rdglement no 30/67/CEE de la Commission, du 16 t€vrier 1967,
relatif I la communication i la Commission des principaux 6l6menti
du systime de prix de retrait pratiqu6 par les organisations de produc-
teurs de fruits et ldgumes (Commission Regulaiion No. 30/67/CEE
of 16 February 1967 concerning notification t-o the Commission oi the
main 
.features of the system of withdrawal prices used by fruir aod
vegetable growers' associations) No. 29, 18.2.67
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Delegations and missions to the Communiry
Missions de pays tiers (Inde) [Missions of non-member countries (India)]
Reprisentations d'Etats d'outre-mer associis (Congo-Kinshasa) [Dele-
gations of associated overse,rs States (Congo-Kinshasa)l
Missions de pays tiers (Argentine et Ripublique dominicaine) {Missions
of non-membei countries (Argentina and the Dominican Republic)l
No. lJ, 21.1.67
No. 16, 27.1.67
No. 29, 18.2.67
I
No. 8, 16.1.67
No. 10, 19.t.67
No. 10, 19.1.67
No. 10, t9.1.67
No. 10, 19.1.67
No. 10, '19.1.67
19.1.67
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Information
Avis de concours giniral no 34/Conseils (deux traducteurs adjoints
d'expression nierlandaise) [Notice of open competitive examination
No.-34/Conseils (two assistant translators of Dutch mother-tongue)]
Dicision du Conseil, du 7 d6cembre 1966, porrant suspension temporaire
des droits du tarif douanier comtnun sur le th6, le mat6 et les bois
tropicaux (Council Decision of 7 December 1966 suspending or tempo-
rarily reducing the duties of the common customs tariff on tea, mat6 and
tropical hardwoods)
D6cision du Conseil, du 7 d6cembre 1966, portant suspension temporaire
des droits du tarif douanier commun applicables l certaines 6pices etl certains articles de sport (Council Decision of 7 December 1966
suspending or temporarily reducing the duties of the common customs
tariff on iertain spices and sports goods)
D6cision du Conseil, du 7 dicembre 1966, portant conclusion d'un arran-
gement entre la Com(nunaut6 dconomique europ6enne et le Royaume-Uni
ielatif i la prorogatioh de la suspension simultan6e des droits de douane
sur le th6, lC mat6 et les bois tropicaux (Council Decision of 7 December
1966 concluding an arnn1ement between the European Economic
Community and the United Kingdom extending the simultaneous
suspension'or reduction of customi duties on tea, matd and tropical
hardwoods)
Decision, du 7 dicembre 1966, des reprisentants des gouvernements
des Etats membres, r6unis au sein du Conseil, pottant suspension totale
des droits de douane que les Etats membres appliquent entre eux pour
certaini produits tropiciux (Decision of 7 December 1966 taken by the
representatives of the Governments of Member States, meeting in the
C6uncil, to suspend all customs duties between Member States on certain
tropical produas)
Ddcision, du 7 d6cembre 1966,rdes repr6sentants des gouvernements des
Etats membres, r6unis au sein du Conseil, portant application intdgrale
des suspensions des droits du tarif douanier commun sur certaines 6pices
et certa-ins articles de sport (Decision of 7 December 1966 taken by the
representatives of the Governments of Member States, meeting in the
Council, applying in full the suspension or reduction of the duties of the
common customs tariff on cettain spices and sports goods)
D6cision, du 7 ddcembre 1966, des repr6sentants des gouvernements des
Etats membres, rdunis au seio du Conseil, portant application int6grale
des suspensions des droits du tarif douanier commun sur_ le th6, le mat6
et les '-bois tropicaux (Decision of 7 December 1966 taken by the
representatives of the Governments of Member States, meeting in the
Council, applying in full the suspension or reduction of the duties of the
common customi tariff on tea, hat6 and tropical hardwoods)
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Directive du Conseil, du 12 ianvier 1967, concernant la r6alisation de la
libert6 d'€tablissement et de la libre prestatioo des services pour les
aaivit6s noo salarides relevant :
l. du secteur des a Affaires immobiliires (sauf 640l) D (groupe
ex 640 CITI)
2. du secteur de certains c services fournis aux entreprises ooo class6s
ailleurs c (groupe 839 CITI) lCouocil Diteaive of. 12 January 1967
iottoducing freedom of establishment aod freedom to supply services as
a self-employed person engaged in:
l. "real estate (except 6401)" (Group ex 640 ISIC);
2. "business services not elsewhere classified" (Group 839 ISIC)I
Remplacement de membres du comitd consultatif pour la libre circulation
des travailleuts (Replacement of merpbers of the Advisory Committee
on the free rnovemeot of workers)
Remplacement d'un membre des comitds consultatif et technique pour
la libre cirorlation des travailleurs (Replacement of one member of the
Advisory aod Techoical Committees on the free movement of workers)
Consultatios et avis du Comit6 dconomique et social au suiet d'un
projet de rlglement du Cooseil portant modification du rtglement no 26
du Conseil (Reference to the Economic and Social Committee of a draft
Couocil regulation ameodiog Council Regularioa No. 26)
Consultatioo et avis du Comit6 dconomique et social au suiet d'une
propositioo de directive du Conseil relative I I'estdrification des huiles
d'olive ) usage alimentaire (Refereace to the Economic and Social
Committee of a proposal for a Council Directive on the esterification of
olive oils fot use as food)
Consultation et avis du Comit6 ecooomique et social au suiet de la propo-
sition de directive du Conseil modifiaot la directive du Conseil duJ novembre L963 rclatiye au rapprochemeot des l6gislations des Etats
membres conceroaot les agents conservateurs pouvaot 
€tre employ€s dans
les dent6es destindes I I'alimeotation h'rmaine (Reference to the Econo-
mic aod Social Coromittee of the proposal for a Council directive ameod-
ing the Crcuocil Directive of J November L961 oo, the approximation of
the legislation of Meober States conceroing permitted preserviog agents
in food for human consumption)
Coosultation et avis du Comitds Cconomique et social au suiet de deux
propositions de directives du Conseil modifiant les directives du Conseil
du 26 juin 1964 relatives:
- 
I des problimes de police saoitaire en matiire d'6changes intracom-
munautaires d'animaux des espEces bovine et porcine,
- 
) des probllmes sanitaires eo matilre d'6chioges intracoomunautaires
de viaodes fraiches (Reference to the Economii aod Social Committee
of tw-o proposals for Couocil directives ameodiog the Couocil Directives
of. 26 luoe 1964 concerning:
i) health requirements for intra-Community ttade io catde aod pigs,
ii) health requirements for intra-Cosrnunity trade io fresh meat)
Consultation et avis du Comit6 economique et social au suiet d'une orooo-
sitioo de directive du Conseil relative au raoorochement des l6eislatiSns
des Etats membres concernant les rnatiires-'pouvaor 6tre ajouides aux
sp,dcialitds pharmaceutiques en vue de leur colbration (Refereoce to the
Economic and Social Com.mittee of a proposal for a Couocil directive oo
the approxim,ation of the legislatio-o of Member Srates concerning per-
mitted colouring matters io branded pharmaceuticals)
Consultation et avis du Comit6 dconomique et social au suiet de deux
propositions de directives du Conseil visani Ia libert6 pour les'agriculteurs
ressortissaot d'un Etat membre dtablis dans un iutre Etai membre
d'accCdet
- 
aux diverses formes de crddit
- 
aux coop6ratives (Reference to the Economic and Social Committee
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of two DroDosals for Couocil ditectives concerning the freedom Jor
i"rrn.tr ibo^are oationals of one Member State and established in another
Member State:i) to have access to the various typs of creditii) to ioio co-oPeratives)
Consultation et avis du Comit6 iconomique et social au -sujet d'une
orooosition de directive du Cooseil concetnaot le rapprochement des
idsiilatioos des Etats membres relative au dassement des bois bruts?f;i;;;;; to-thJEcooo.ic aod Social Committee of a proposal for a
Council directive oo the approximation of the legislation of Member
States concerning the classification of wood in the rough)
Coosultation et avis du Comitd 6conomique et social au sujet des proposi
tions de directives du Conseil
t. rltrii* i t iupfressioo des restrictions I la libert6 d'itablissement et
ar-r"-iibi. pt.itati6n des services pour les activit6s ooo salarieesi.'.,-*ii fr. ,* .oaaiigt des riesures ttansitoires daos le domaioe des
activit6s non salari6es
--ai i.ii"in! agents auriliaires des transpotts et 
des agents de voyage
(erouDe 718 CITI)I 6"'r .o,r.ootitaires'(croupe 720 CITI)
- 
ats;;a; .ea dou""i (ei groupe 839 clrl) [(Reference to the
Economic aod social comoittee of the proposals for council directives:i. il-i[";mo""i of restrictions on 'freedom of establishment aodf;*d;. i; suppii s.roices as a self-employed persoo in aov of the follow-
ing categories:ii- c.rtiin traosport auxiliaries aod travel agents (Group 718 ISIC);ii) *arehousemeq (Group 839 ISIC);
iii) orstorns ageaL' (ex -Group 839 ISIC);).'r"uin* ao*E-tr""sitional 
-i.suiCt in tiipect of the aforementioned
categoriei of seU-employed Persons)l
Consultation et avis du Comit6 dconomique er social au-suiet.
- 
du projet d'uoe d6cision du Conseil instiuant uo Comit6 des deorees
alimentaires
---a" -i"- 
orooosition d'une directive du Conseil modifiant la directive
au Cooreit-J"'i novembre 1963 relative au rapprochemeot des l6gislations
des Etats membres concetoaot les agents cooservateurs pouvaot etre
emolov6s dans les denrdes destindes I I'dimentation humaine
='i;'L 
-p-p"ii,i". d'uoe direaive du Conseil po.rtant modification
de la direciive du Conseil relative au rapprochemeot des r€glementations
Jes Etats membres concetnant les matiEres colorantes . PouYatrt etre
emptoydes dans les denr&s destindes I l'alimeotation humaine
(Reference to the Economic and Social Committee of:
ii*-.[;-&rfi eo"oiii J..ition instituting a co-mmittee on foodstuffs;ill -it. oiooosal for a Couoril. directivJamending the Council Direc'
tive of f Nbvember 7963 oo the apptoximation of the legislation 
-ot
Member States conceroing permitted presetving agents in tood tor
human consumption;;ii)- ,h;-;;;'t"t f6r a Council ditective amending the Council directive
os the aipr6rimation of the regulatioos, of Member States . concerning
pirmitted tolouriog matters in food for human consumptioo)
Remolacement d'un membre suppliant du Comitd consultatif pour la
libre'circulation des travailleurs (Replacement of an alternate rnember ot
iL" ad"itorr Committee on the fiee -movement of workers)
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THE COMMISSION
Directives and decisions
D6cisioo de la Commissioo, du 21 d6cembre 1966, 
-autorisan-t la RCpu'
UtiJii"TaZiA-. d;alemaeDe'), diffirer le relivement'du droit de son tzuif
""ti-ord vers celui du-tarif douanier 
commun' eo ce qui coocetne
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l'alur,.jnium.brut,- de Ia position ex 76.01 A, import6 sous certaines
conditions, dans le cadre-d'un contingent taifaii de 21000 toones(Commissioo Decision of 21 December 1966 aurhorizing the Federal
Republic of Germany to postpone raising its duty. toward"s that of the
comrnon custorns tariff in respect of unwrouqht'aluminium (headins
ex 76.01 A) imported under cirtain conditionl within the limits oiZtariff quota of 21 000 tons)
Dicision de la Commission, du 22 dicembre 1966. oortant nouvelle oro-
rogation de sa d6cision du I mai 196l relative i-lrautorisation ,..oid6"i la_ R6publique italienne d'adoprer des mesures de sauvegarde poui
certains produirs du chapitre 50 du tarif douanier italien (soie- et dCihets
de soie) [(Commission Decision of 22 December 1966 ipaio, extendineits Decision of 5 May 1965 authorizing Italy to take safefr.rard measurei
for_ certa,in products listed in Chapter-50 6f the ltalian"customs tariff(silk and silk waste)
Dicision de la Commission, du 22 decembre 1966, porrant annulation
de 
.l'a,iustement. du pr6ldvement moyen en vue du'calcul ae t;etemeni
mobile du_ pr6ldvement pour les produits transform6s i base de c6r6ales
et de riz, fix6 provisoirement par Ia d6cision du 14 octobre 1966 (Com-
mission Decision of 22 Decemhr 1966 rescinding the adjustment ;f rhe
averuEe levy with. a view to- calculating the variTble component of the
Ievy for processed.prolucts based on cireals and rice, which was provi
sionally fixed by the Decision of t4 October 1966) '
D6cision de la, Commission, du 5 d6cembre 1966, relative aux modalitds
{,application en. r6publique fddirale d'Allemagne des mesuies rpaai;i;;d'intervention dans le s-ect_eur de la viande bovine (Cominission
Decision of 5 December 1966 co-ncerning implementing procidures in thi
Federal.Re-public of 
.Germany for specld market intEri,ention measuresin the beef and veal sector)'
D6cision de la Commission,..4u 19 decembre 1966, portant autorisation
au royaume des Pays-Bas d'introduire un cootinaeni tarifaire oo,r, luplomb brut (Commission Decision of 19 Decedber 1966 authorizinp
the Netherlands to introduce a tariff quota for unwrought lead)
Ddcision de la Commission,_du 19 d6cembre 1966, porcant autorisationl la ripublique fdd6rale d_Allemagne d'introduire ui,'conrinleni i;;if;ir"pour Ie, plomb brut (Commiss-ion Decision of 19 Decimkr t966
authorizing the.Federal Republic of Germany to introduce a tariff quotafor unwrought lead)
Dicision de Ia Commission--du 19 decembre 1966, porrant autorisation
au royalme de Belgique d'introduire un conrioaen'r tarifaire oo"i t"plomb brut (Commission Decision of 19 Deceriber 1966 authorizineBelgium to introduce a ta:iff. quota for unwrought lead)
DCcision de la Commission, du22 d6cembre 1966, concernant une demande '
de. prorogation.de la d6cision de la Commissioo du l, a6c;;b;;-19-6;
relative au.tgif exceptionnel no 2:.l 
- 
p-oint A, des chemini-de-fer
Italrens de I Erar (Commission Decision of 22 December 1966 concero-ing a-r-equest for extension of the Commission Decision of 15 Decern-
ber lt)61 relating to the Italian State Railways'special tariff No. 251-A)
D6cision de la Commission, du 2l ddcembre 1966, autorisant la R6ou-blique.frangaise, en vertu de l'article 115, alin6i 1'd;ir;ire, t.;.i[;.du trairement comrnunautaire certains produits, originaires de'pays tiersg 1ni.s en libre- pratique. dans les- aut;es Erat; rne--br.s G.?""iisiionDecision of 21 Decembet 1966 aurhorizing France, bv- virru;--;iArticle 115, first paragraph, of the Treaty, to-exclude f;o; Comm;ni;;
treatment_ certain products originating in-non-member countries aod liIree circulation in the other Member States)
Dicision de la Commission, du. 21 dicembre 1966, portaat ocrroi au
royaume de Belgique 
-et, au.grand-duch6 de Luxemb"rrg ai" co;;i;;..ttalj$rye, pour les 
.gilchard.i.de. l'esplce a 
-sardina 
"..Jtt"i"- rr---i?"ii,
retrigeres ou congel6s, destinds i l'industrie de la conserve de poissoni
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tCommission Decision of 2l December 1966 granting Belgium and
iuxembourg a tariff quota for pilchards of the "sardina Ocellata" variety,
fresh, chill& or frozen, for canning)
D6cision de la Commission, du 2l d6cembre 1966, portant. octroi al
rovaume des Pavs-Bas d'un contingent tarifaire pour les- pilchards de
I'elpice nsardini ocellatar, frais, rifrig6r6s.^ou congelEs, destines a
I'industrie de la conserve de poissons (Lommlsslon L'jeclslon ot)i'ii".liiu.i-ti66 iranrine the Netherlands a tariff quota-for pilchards
oi tt. trtai.a oceiiata" viriety, fresh, chilled or frozen, for canning)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 22 d6cembre 1966, ponant octroi i .la
r6oublique f6dirale d'Allemagne d'un contingent taritaire pour les;i;;il;- rdo.mission Decis'ion of 22 December,1966 granting the
i:ederat Republic of Germany a taift quota for prunes)
Ddcision de la Commission, du 6 ianvier 1967, autorisant la R6publique[;;;il.;;"fi de i'ariicle 1lr, alin6a 1, du Traiti, ] exclure d-t!ii"iil.itit ilrnmunartaire < les appireils de micro-analyse par- ravons.X(autres que ceux relevant de la position no 90.20 du tarit douanier
i"ri.r.j, l.i 
"pprt"its i r6sonance magn6tique- et les spectromltres ?ti"roos bbia > de'li position ex 90.28 B du tarif douanier commun, origi-
il;;; il [p*-it'-is e' libt" piatique dans d'autres Etats membresic.--i"i6.'olcision of 6 Januaiv 1967 authorizing France, by virtue
of Article 115, first oara+raDh, of the Treaty, to exclude from Commu-nity
;il;;;; l;rpp"trt.is f5r hicro-analysis bv X-ravs. (other than those
under CCT heading 90.20), magnetic resonance devices and beta-ray
ir.i,ioln.-,.tt;;-ieci te"aiti! 
"*-90'28 
B) originating in Japan and in
fiee circulation in other Member States)l
D6cision de la Commission, du 6 ianvier 1967, Portan-t,prorog-ation de la
d6cision du 3 d6cembrc 196), autorisant la . R6publique- 
- 
tran(arse a
aooliouer des mesures de protection, au titre de l'a(ticte tl)' allnea.l
dii T'raiti, en ce qui coricerne l'importation . < d'animaux vivants deiirpa*-Lii"i, ii a].i u viande ovine r, otiginaires des. pavs tiers. et mis
"., 
iibre oratique dans d'autres Etats membres (Commission Decisron ot
Zr'r'*ritI-iSd7-"*ii"ai.e the Decision of 3 December 1961 auhorizing
F;;;; ,i"p, l"iigr"tZ -irtut.s under Article 111, first paragraph'
of th" Tt.atv, jn respict of sheep and mutton originating in non-membel
io,rntries and io frei circulation in other Member States)
D6cision de la commission, du 16 imvier 1967, fixant le montant maxi-
;il';; l; ;r,id;i; vat'aute pour les expo-rtations de bovins vivants
""ii"f.t-r*r-,l"ti (Commission Decision-of 16 Januarv. 1967 tixirtgthe maxiiirum refund for exports of live cattle to non-membet countrles)
D6cision de la Commission, du 12 ianvier 1p6]., portant octroi d'un
ionrineent tarifaire I ta R6publique f6d6rale d'Allemagne pour certarns
vins rSuees de raisins frais, destin6s au couPage (Co-mmisston ueclslon
of 12 Iinuary 1967 grantiag the Federal Republic of Germany a tarrft
quoi, firt certiin red iines oI fresh grapes for blending)
Directive dc la Commission, du 31 ianvier 1967, porrant fixation. du
rvthme de suDpression de l'imp6t de fabrication (sovrimposta.dl contrne)
atoliou6 i I'inioortation par la R6publique italienne sur cettains.proclurts
;ff;;;;;, d;-itioot .. itoren*cb des autres Etats membres- (Commis-
;i;-itirili;;a3i i;;;"'y 1967 ravins dow-g a timetable for abolitionli'it-.'-^"i".ioi. io (sdvrimposta dI confine). imposed bv Italv.on
i.port, from the other Member States of certain products contarnlng
alcohol)
D6cision de Ia commission, du ler f6vy']er- 1967,.autorisant la Ripublique
francaise l prendre certaines mesures en faveur du stockaSe prlve_dans leilil-i; ["-ri*a. de volaille (commission Decision of 1 February
is'67 
';,ir*iri"i ri".ie to take certain measures to assist the private
storage of poultrymeat)
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D6cisioo de la Commission, du 3 fdvrier 1967, portaa,t octroi d,uo cootin-genr tarifaire.l la Rdpubliqqe_fid6rale d,Allein'agtre porr .enaioJ iils-dt
Hxii,'#:r'""'f.j|if'f"'iylt:X?-i:',H:"r':',1i,?, ?,',"?,.',?,0,*r*r" iSflfrorn silk waste (schappi)l
Dicision 
-de la Commission, du 7 f{.yriy !967, portant ausmenrarion duyslrrmg du contiogent taiiure octroyi i ia r'Criobliqr.-iffiiii.'a;if[:
m-agne pour les lleus noirs, simplement sal&, destinds l la conserverie(Cornmissioo Decision of 7 Febrirary 1967 inireasinl it. 
""t"-" ":i.tiitariff,quota graoted to.the Federal Republic 
"f Cii,i""ifo;-*Gi; .Lilsn (po[ack) tor canntog)
Recommendations and opinions
Recommandation de la Commission, du 2l d6cembrc 1966, adressd auxEtats membres en verru des articlis r55 et lli 
", 
iuiii d;-.&i-;d'expottarion ir.appliquer eovers les pays tierJ pooik;;r;i;;; air.,i,?n'il
de 
. 
ch.lovre (Cornmissioo Recommandation of 2l - December 1966.
addressed to the Member-States by virrue of Articles 1r, aod iij.
concergiog iurangemeors for exporis of hemp seeds to 
"oo-me-beicountfles)
Recommandation de la Comrnission, du 2l d&embre 1966, adressCe aux
Elars rnembres en yerru des articles 1r, ;i-tlt ;, -*ji,- ,i--ig]Eii!d'exponatioo I appliquer eovers lis pays uers 6q, ."it"i"t-t,3i3riiide.peaux brutes (Commissioo Recornmendation-of 2l December 1966-
addressed to the Member States by virnre of Anicles lJ) aod lli. coniernjing arraogemeors for exports of tertain A.go;i;;;i;;*j;ili";iil;to non-mernbet countries)
Recommandation de la Commission, du 21 d6cembre 1966, adressie auxEtats membres eo verru des anicles'lj, ;a iii-il;rfi d; ;csd;iE:portation i 
.appliquer 
-envers les pays tiers pour i.rt"ioi-t6.t.,r-",cendres de meraux non ferrzux et des mdthodes de coopctation administra-tive entre les Etats membres (Commission il;G;;"a;ii;;-';f
2.1 DgcJmber-19-66, addressed to thi Membei St.tis-Lv-rii-ru";f A;:cfs lr>. and llJ, concerning arrangements for exports 6f waste *a 
"itot certaln non-tefrous metars to non-member cou-ntries aod methods of
administrative co-operation berween ttre Membe?'3tatis) --
Reco.mmqqdation de la Commission, du 13 janvier 1967, et vertu del'art'lle 115,. alin6a 1 du Trait6, io ioir"rir"-'ai, p"vrjS;. ,o'i"iiides.irnporlalions des machines l coudre I *rg" jo-*ilq;il;#;;
i:!:"T#tigti,T,'i,1ffi *:#",t.J:,ifi ?i'ut,mi;r,t*lyr,iifirst parajraph, of the Tr."ty, conleioiogJil;hr";ii;;;;id' r;i"-;
machines originating io the Feople,s Repu"blic il eni"-"1----
Becommandation de la Commissioo, du 13 iaovier 1967, en vertu del'article. 11J, alinda 1 du Trait6, 
"i, .oy",i-'ia"'S.taiou".-""-;.;J:duche de Luxembourg et a:!t royaume des pays-Bas, conletiraot le r?sime
9 rmportarlon_ d-oxydes 
- 
d'antimoine originaires des Davs de -l,Bt(Lommrssron Kecommendation of 13 Jpuary 1967, addresied- to Belgium,
!y:-TFye.agd ;he Netherlandi-bi;irn;e ;i Article Ilj, first
ll,ragfaP{tf ot the 'l'rcary, co:nceioiog 
-afraogemegts for imports oi anti-mony oxrdes originariog in the East bloc countric)
Recommandation de la Cojoqission, du 13 ianvier 1967, eo, vertu deI'article 
,115, alinia 1.du-.Trajtd,- r,, roy"urie'di,i- F"v.-n"i, ; ;l;; j;fegrme.d rmpoftarron de tils de. fibres textiles synth6tiques et artificiellesorisjnaires 
.{e-_ Tch6coslovaquie lComrnGil'n----ii.a;;;"a;ii;";i11 January 1967, 
-addresed to the Nitherlandi-by ,irtu. of -ii-iif-e'rf!.Ilfsr pafagraph, ot 
-the Tteaty, coocetning arrangements for imoorts ofyaro of mao-made tibres originating in Czechoslovakia)
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Recommandation de la Commission, du 13 ianvier L967, et vertu de
I'article 11J. alinda l du Trait6, au tovaume de Belgique, au royaume
des Pavs-Bai et au graod-duch6 de Luiembourg, concernant le rdgime
d'imooitation du bilhromate de sodium originaire des pays de l'Est(Corimission Recommendatioo of 13 Jaouary 1967, addressed to Belgium,
the Nethetlands aod Luxembourg bv virrue of Article 115, first patagtaph,
of the Treaty, conceroing arraogloLots for imports of sodium dichromate
origioating in the East bloc countries)
Avis de la Commission, du 20 ianvier L967, adressd au Souvernement
de la R6publique italiense au suiet du projet de loi coocernant I'otgani'
sation dti rninistdre des traospotis et di l'aviation civile et l'instirutioo,
dtun conseil, supdrieur des transports (Commission Opinion of
20 Ianuatv 1967-addressed to the Governmeot of Italy concerning the
Bill-oo thi organization of the Miaistry of Transport and Civil Aviarion
aod the institution of a Transport Council)
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ministdriel pour la programmation dconomique (CIPE) [(Commission
Ooinion of'20 Ianuari 1967 addressed to- the Governmeot of Italy
co'nceroine the Bill on ihe institution of a Central Advisory Committee
oo ttaosiort associated with the Intei-ministerial Economic Planning
Committee)
Avis de la Commission, du 30 iaxier 1967, adress6 au Souv-e.rnement
de la R6publique italienne au sui6t Ju proiet de loi relatif I la.d6l6gatio.n
de pouvbirs iu gouvernemcot porrr -la reorganisation de l'< Azienda
aoto'no-a delle ierrovie dello' Stato I [Commission Opinion of
10 Ianuarv 1967 addressed to the Govehment of Italy concerning the
Bill- er"ndine the Governmenl' powers to reorganize the "Azienda
aotondma de-lle ferrovie dello Stato" (Italian State Railways)l
Avis de la Commission, du lor l&rier 1967, adressi au Souvernement de
Avis de la Commission, du 20 ianvier L967, adress6 au gouvernement-de
la R6oublique italienne au sui'et du proiet de loi relatif ) I'institutioo
d\rn iomitE cbnsultatif centrai des tianioorts auDres du Comit6 inter''u  it6 nt p t pr_i _d  9.qnit6 r-
ii nUprUtiqr. itAi"oni-ao sujet du.projet.di.loi modifiant tgs a1ia91 ]lla R6 ublique al e e au r  r r t e l r ltl t le rtlctes ,z
"i ljTi tiit" unique des rigies rdgiisarit la circulation routiere, apprqqv-6oaiie d6cret du Piisident Je la [6publique, du lJ iuin 1919' no 393,;; ?B'd;d*; ila;'d"s ',;iii +iis",ii lout!i1e., Ppr qlp d ds'jlent. .[ ,.  p.l?19, l.g. 121;;-;;d;;i ar.- tiriritii a" poias 
"i dimlniions des'vdhicules utilitaireset co'r.ipl6tant Ie tableau (taiif D annexd i la loi du 2l mai 1911,
.o a:1. concernant Ia taxe de iirculation (Commission Opioion of
1 February addtessed to 
.the-Gole.rnment of, Italy conceroing.the BilIi-"rairn'Aitiilis 3z iod fi of the consolidated'rules goveining road
traffic aiproved by decree of the President of the Republic-on 15 June
1919, N6. 191, rcLatinl to the weights and dimeosions- of comrlnercialt95 , 3-, i6hii"g - .imeosiil  m/)/, Lrv. 
-
vehicles aod;ff.i.;';i-Gpi""i""ii,ii iti tablE (tariff F) anoexed to the law of
2L May 1911, No. 453, concerning road)
Recommandation de la Commission, du 31 ianvier 1967, adressi aux
Etats membtes cooceroant la protection des ieunes au travail (Commis-
iion Reco--.ndation of 31 J?rnuary L967 to the Membet States concern-
ing the protection of young workers)
Cartels and monopolies
communication concernant une notificatiot lY / 3'778 en vertu de
l;article 19. oaraeraphe 3 du rlglement no l7 (Comrnunication concern-
ing a notificitioi wllilg under Article 19(3) of Regulation No.17)
European Development Fund
Adiudication no 563 par consultation publique laoc€e par la ripublique
d6mocratioue du Congo (Institut oational pour l'dtude agronomique
du Conso 
- 
INEAC) lCall for supplv tender No. ]63 issued b-y
Congo -(Kinshasa) (Iostitut national paur l'6tude agrooomique du
Congo 
- 
INEAC)I
3 - 1961
Rdsultats. dappel d'offres (nos 327, 424, 427, 440, 4rl et t39) [Results
of calls for tender Nos. )27,424,427,440,411 and 539))
Modificatif du rdsultat de l'appel d'offres no 486 (Amendment ro result
of call for tender No. 486)
Modificatif i l'appel d'offres no 14L (Amendment to call for teoder
No. 541)
Ivfodificatif )r l'appel d'offres no )45 (Amendment to call for tenderNo. 541)
Modificatif i l'appel d'offres no i60 (Amendment to call for tender
No. 560)
Appel.d'offres no 564, par consultation publique, lancd par la R6publique
du Dahomey (Banque d-ahomeenne de d-iveloipemenr I B.D.D.) ICrtt
fo.r s_upply tender No. 564 issued by Dahomi! (Banque dahornienni de
d6veloppement 
- 
BDD)I
Appel.d'offres no 161, pa_r consultation publique, lancd par la r6publique
ttdtrale du Cameroun lCaisses de stabilisatidn 'des pri'x) oour'un oio-
$_arnry9 flnanc-e partieliement par la CEE teat'i"i' r'rppiv-i..1j",No.561 issued by.Camero"{r (Caisses de stabilisation des piiiy for a
programmc financed in part by the EEC)I
Approbation de projets et progrzrmmes (Approva[ of schemes and
programmes)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 566 (par consultation publique) de la r6oublioue
du 
.S6ntgal (ministdre -de I'iionomie rurale, direction de I'agricultuie)I.Call for supply tender No. 166 issued by Senegal (miiistire de
l'6conomie rurale, direction de l'agriculture)l O
Avis. d'appel 
-d'offres no )67 lancd par la r6publique de C6te-d'Ivoire(Call for tender No. 167 issued by tlre Ivory Coast)
Information relative aux taux-d-e parit6 retenus pour les op6rations duFED (Rates of exchange used for-operations of ile fOf) '
Rdsy_ltats d_gopels d'offres (nos 378, 379, 381, 4OO,4Zi,444,4iO, 46,
e.t.!7)) [.\esults. of calls for tender (Nos. 378, 'j79,'381,'400,'422,444,450,461 and 47il)
Modificatif I l'appel d'offres no 561 (Amendment to call for tenderNo. 56J)
Risultats d'appels d'offres (nos. 480, 490 et 105) [Results of calls fortender (Nos. 480, 490 and J05)l
Avis d'appel d'offres no J68 relatif i la prdsdlection des entreorises
admises ) parriciper i l'appel d'offres restreint qui sera lanc6 ultdrieure-
ment pour l'amdnagement de la route Bobo Dioulasse 
- 
f'2sam416
!_ans.! rdpub_lique de-Haute-Volta er pour l'am6nagement des routesKoutiala 
- 
Kouri et Kimparana 
- 
Firamana dans-la r6oublioue duMali (Call for tender N6. 568: selection of firms for 'thi iirnit.J
tender for improvement of the Bobo Dioulasso 
- 
Fararnan" 
-rJ i,Upper.Volra-.and of the Koutiala 
- 
Kouri and Kimparana 
- 
Faramana
roads in Mali)
General
Proposition-d'une directive du conseil concernanr la cornmercialisation
des matdriels de multiplication v6gdtative de la vime (or6seor6e oai t,Commission au Conseil le 2.6 ociobre 1966 (pr6posal for a C'ouncildirective on the marketing of rnaterial for the veeeativC oiooie"ril;-;ig!,pe vines, submitted by the Commission to the eouncil bn )6October
1966)
7Z
No. 12,
No. 12,
No. 12,
No. 12,
No. 12,
No. 14,
21.1.67
2t.1.67
2t.1.67
21.1.67
21.1.67
24.1.67
No. 14,
No. 16,
24.t.67
27.1.67
No. 19, 31.1.67
No. 19, 31.1.67
No. 20, 2.2.67
No. 20, 2.2.67
No. 22, 4.3.67
No. 29, 18.2.67
No.. 16, 27.1.67
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IProposition d'une directive du Conseil modifiant la directive du Conseil
du 5 novembre 1963 relative au rapprochement des l6gislations des Etats
oembres concernant les agents cooservateurs pouvaot €tre employ6s dans
les denr6es destinees i l'alimentation humaine (pr6sentee par la Commis-
sion au Conseil le 18 novembre 1966) (Proposal for a Council directive
amending the Council Directive of I November 1963 on the approxim-
ation of the legislation of Member States concerning permitted preserving
agents in food for human consumption, submitted by the Commission
to the Council on 18 November 1966)
Proposition d'un rdglement du Conseil modifiant le rlglement
no |4/64/CEE en ce qui concerne la d6termination du prix )r I'impor-
tation er le calcul du pr6ldvement pour les produits d6riv€s daos le
secteur de la viande bovine (prdsentde par la Commission au Conseil le
22 novembrc 1966 (Proposal for a Council regulation amending
Regulation No. |4/64/CEE with regard to the deierrnination of the
imporr price and the calcularion of the levy for derived products in the
beef aod veal sector, submitted by the Commission to the Council on
22 November 1966)
PropositiJn de decision du Conseil telative aux formalit6s tequises par
les Etats meinbres dans leurs Cchanges mutuels (prisent6e par la Commis-
sion au Conseil le 1 d6cembre 1966) (Proposal for a Council decision on
the formalities required by the Member Statc in trade with one another,
submitted by rhe Commission to the Council on ) December 1966)
Avis de concours no CEE/817 lB (un assistaot) [Notice of competitive
cxamination No. CEE/8J7/B (assistant)l
Modifications de la liste des experts vdt6rinaires qui peuvent 6tre charg6s
de l'ilaboration des avis en marilre d'6changes inrracommunautaires
d'animaux des espBces bovine et porcine et de viandes fraiches (Amend-
rnents to the list of veterinary experts who may be consulted on matters
relating to intra-Community trade in cattle, pigs and fresh meat)
Proposition d'un rdglement du Conseil portant prorogation du d6lai
pr6vu i I'article 20, paragraphe 1 du riglement no L1/M/CEE, concer-
nant le concours du Fonds europ6en d'orientation et de garantie agricole,
section orientation, pour L'annie 196) (pr6sent6e par la Commission au
Conseil le 19 d6cembre L966) (Proposal for a Council tegulation
extending the timeJimit laid down in Article 20(1) of Regulation
No. 17 /64/CEE concerning aid from the European Agricultural Guidance
and Guarantee Fund, Guidance Section, for the year 1965, submitted
by the Commis3ion to the Council on 19 Decemher L966)
Proposition d'un rdglement du Conseil concernant certaines mesures d'orga-
nisation commune des march6s dans le secteur du sucte pour la campagne
1967/1968 (pr6sent6e par la Commission au Conseil le 23 d6cembrc
1966) (Poposal for a Council regulation on certain rneasures connected
with the cbmmon orgaoization of sugar markets for the L967 / 68
marketing year, submitred by the Commission to the Council on
23 December 1966)
Proposition d'un 
,rtglement-du Conseil _relatif I l'organisation commune
No. 16, 27.1.67
No. 16, 27.1.67
No. 16, 27.1.67
No. 19, 31.1.67
No. 20, 2.2.67
No. 21, 2.2.67
No. 21, 2.2.67
No. 21, 2.2.67
No. 21, 2.2.67
-73
des harch6s dans le iecteur de la viande de
sion au Conseil le 23 dCcembre L966) (: porc (prdsent6e par la Commis-Proposal for a Council regula-l l D  e e Par L rnb 1
ization of the market in pigmeat, submittedtion on rhe common organ  
by the Commission to the Council on 23 December 1966)
Proposition d'un riglement du Conseil relatif I des mesures transitoires
en vue de l'application des prix commuos dans Ie secteur des c6riales(pr6sentie par la Commission au Conseil le 23 d6cembre 1966)(Proposal for a CounciI regulation on transitional measures with a
view- to the application of common cereal prices, submitted by the
Commission to the Council on 2) December 1966)
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Proposition d'un ri8lement du Conseil modifiaot le rlglement
rc70/66/CEE en ce qui conceroe l'ex6cution de I'eoqu6te de base en
Fraoce et eo Italie (pr6sentee par la Com.Eissioo au Conseil le
18 janvier 1967) (Proposal for a Couocil regulation ameodiag Regu-
lation No. 70/66/CEB with regard to the basic farm survey in Fraoce
and Italy, submitted by the Commissioo to the Couocil oo 18 Jaouary
1967)
Proposition d'uo rlglemeot du Cooseil portaot modification du rlgle-
ment no L3/64/CEE eo ce qui concerne le lait et la crdme de lait, frais,
noo concentr6s oi sucris (pr6sent6e par la Comoissioo au Conseil le
18 jaovier 1967) (Proposal for a Couocil regulation amending Regu-
lation No. |3/U/CEE with regard to milk and cream, fresh, not conceo-
trated or sweetened, submitted by the Commission to the Couocil on
18 Jaouary 1967)
Proposicion d'uo rigleoeot du Cooseil relatif I l'organisatioo commuoe
des march6s daos le secteur des c6r6ales (prdseotee par la Commission au
Cooseil le 23 d6cembre 1966) (Proposal for a Couocil regulatioo oo
the co--oa organizatioo of the market in cereab, submitted by the
Co--ission to ihe Council oo, 23 Decembet 1966)
Proposition d'un riglemeot du Cooseil relatif i I'otgaoisatioo commure
des marchds dans le secteur du sucre (prdseat6e par la Commission au
Conseil le 23 ddcembre 1966) (Proposal for a Council regulation on
the commoo orgaoization of the market io sugar, submitted by the
Commissioo to the Couocil oo, 23 December 1966)
Avis de coocours rc CEE/727/A (uo administrateur principal) [(Notice
of competitive eramination No. CEE/72J/A (principal administrative
officer)]
No. 21, 2.2.67
No. 21, 2.2.67
No. 24, L1.2.67
No. 24, 11.2.67
No. 26, 15.2.67
No. 14, 24.1.67
No. 25, 11.2.67
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COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNTTIES
Judgments
Arr6t de la Cour (deuxitme Chambre) daos I'affaire 3-66 (M. Cesare
Alfieri contre Parlemeot europeen) [Judgoeot of tbe Court (Second
Seaion) io cas,e )-66 (M. Cesare Alfieri v. European Padiaoeot)l
Communicatioas
Demande de statuer ir tiue prdjudiciel faite par arr€t de la Cour d'appel
d'Orl6aos, dans I'affaire : lStaoislas Ciechtlski, ) Orl6aos, coorri-la
Caisse rdgionale de s€orritd sociale du Centre, A Od6aos, et M. le Direc-
teur rdgiooal de la s6curit6 sociale d'Orl6aos (Attaire l/67) lRequctfor prelimiaary ruling made by the Cour d'appel of Oileats ii ra
Staoislas Ciechelski, Orleaos, v. Caisse r6eiaoale de sdcurit6 sociale du
Ceotre, Orleaas, aod M. le Directeur rCgiooal de la s6curitd sociale
d'Orldaos (cue L/67)) - No. 14, 24.1.67
. ECONOMIC A}ID SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Information
Avis de concours gdniral no CES/U67 (admioistrareurs) [Notice ofgeneral competitiye examination No. CES/1/67 (administrative officers)l
71
Issues of the agricultural supplement to the official gazetrccontaining the tables
appended to the Co--ission's decisions fixing cif prices, premiums to be added
to levies, the amounts to be added or deducted in computing refunds for cereals,
and free-at-frontier cereal prices
Supplemeot No. 3 of 21 Januaty 1967
Supplement No. 4 of 1 February 1967
Supplenrent No. J of 8 February 1967
Supplement No. 6 of l1 February 1967
C. Recent publications of the European Economic Community
4002
Grapbs aod Notes on the Economic Siruarion in the Comouoity
Monthly. No. 2/67. Three bilingual editions: el t, dl o, Ili
Ptice per iszue: 3s.6d.; $0.50; Bfrs. 25. Aonual subscription: €1.6s.0d.; $5.00; Bfrs. 210
8068 r
Report of the results of the business surveys carried out amoog heads of eoterprises in the
Co--uoity
Three issuis per year. No. 3i 1966. (f, d, i, n, e)
Price per issuel Js.0d.; $0.70; Bfrs. 3l
8191
CEE Informatioos. Marchds gricoles, Prix (CEE Informatioo. Agricultural Markets. Prices)
Bi-monthly. No. 1 and 2/1967 $ld/i/al). Limited distributioo
8192
CEE Inforoation, Marchis agricoles. Echaoges co--erciaux (CEE Information. Agricultural
Markets. Trade)
Bi-monthly. No. 1 and 2 Eebruary 7967. (fd/i/r). Limited distribution
5002
Bulletin des acquisitioos. Bibliotheque de la Commission de la CEE (List of teceot additions.
Library of the Co--ission of the EEC)
Monthly. No. U67. Limited distribution
4001
Main poiots covered io market orgaoization regulations for the siogle matket stage. See
Supplement to Bulletin No.2/1967 of the Europeao Economic Community, pp.3-7 (f.d.i.n.e).
2s.6d.; $0.30; Bfrs. 1l
4001
Guidelines for the EEC Commission's work io the social sector. See Supplemeot to Bulletin
No,2/1967 of theEuropeao Economic Co--uoiry, pp.7-L7 (f, d, i, n, e). 2s.6d.; $0,30; Bfrs. 11
8084
CECA - CEE - CEEA (Euratom) ECSC - EEC - EAEC (Euratom)
Tarif douaoier des Co--uoautds europdennes (Customs tariff of the Eutopeao Commuoities)
Twelfth set of reolacements(f, d, i, n). Subicriptioo (Basic work * replacemeots): f,,5.7s.6d.; $15.00; Bfrs. 750
(l) Thc abbrcviationr sftcr cech tide iodicate the b.oguagcs in which tbc docuocuo, havc bcca publirhcd :f = Frcnch, d = German, i = Itafian, n - Dutchr c = English.
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D. Publications by the joint services of the three Communities
Joint Inforrnation Service
Ptblicationt by ollices in cdpitdl citier
Bonn: Europlische Gemeinschaft No. 2, Eebruary l)67
The Hague: Europese Gemeenschap No. 90, February 1967
Paris: Communaut6 europ6enne No, 2, Febiuary 1967
Rome: Comunit) Europea No. 2, February 1967
London: European Communiry No. 2, February L967
\l(/ashington: European Community No. 100, February 1967
Also Spanish edirion: Comunidad europea No. 2, February 1967
. 
Statistical Office of rhe European Communities
General Statisrical Bulletin, No. 2/1967
Statistical Informarion, No. 41 1966
Commqrce ext6rieur: Statistique mensuelle, no 2/1967 (Foreign Trade: Monthly Statistics)
Commerce ext6rieur: Tableaux analytiques (Foreign Trade: Analytical Tables
- 
fascicule ianvier 
- 
seprembre 1964: imporrations (imports: January 
- 
September 1.964)
-, 
fascicule janvier 
- 
septembre 1964: exportations (Exports: January 
- 
September 1964)
Associ6s d'outre-mer: Sratistiques du commerce ext6rieur, no 12/1966, ao l/1967 (Overseas
Associated Areas: Foreign Trade Statistics)
Energetic Statistics, annual 1966
Statistiques industrielles, no l/1967 (Industrial Sratisrics)
Sid6rurgie, no L/1967 (Iron and Stee)
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